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Registration for Winter Carnival set for Crystal Mt. next Wednesday continues today on 
the main floor of the student center. Promoters Bob Edwards and Jerry Lawson are 
offering transportation, movies, a band, and reduced lift rates for the registration fee of 
$2.00. 
Trustee executives give low 
school proposal go ahead 
puger SOUfldUniversity Council 
halts SUB remodeling 
Further remodeling of the 
SUB, except for certain snack bar 
renovations, was halted by 
action of the University Council 
at their Nov. 24 meeting. The 
bookstore and faculty dining 
room for the moment will 
remain where they are. 
Work was suspended "until 
research concerning future use 
of all available space in the 
Student Center is presented to a 
professional consultant for his 
recommendation." 
The proposal came from the 
Housing Committee. 
In other action the Council 
adopted a statement requesting 
that ''the University's 
administrative officers  
communicate to the members of 
the Council all pending decisions 
which will significantly affect 
the University community." 
Specifically mentioned were 
the University budget, changes 
in student and faculty 
population, substantial changes 
in the physical facilities, 
establishment of new programs 
or substantial changes in existing 
programs, and any policy 
changes which define the 
University relationship with 
students, faculty, and alumni. 
The University Council is 
charged by the Board of 
Trustees with developing and 
reviewing University primary 
policy. 
THIS ISSUE 
The TRAIL presents a special eight-page section on 
women's liberation. TRAIL Staff Writer Carol Richards 
and Desera Towle, and their staff, pursue the truths and 
issues of that movement. See pages eight through fifteen. 
Fraternity men, in consultation with University 
officials, said they do not want the doors to the food 
service tunnel locked. That tunnel connects all the Union 
Avenue houses for food service. See page three. 
Whether or not the ASB can continue sponsoring 
big-name entertainment without losing money is the 
question of a TRAIL news analysis by Staff Writer Al 
Smith. See page four. 
ASUPS Second Vice President Wesley Jordan 
commends Dr. Albertson lecture and urges innovative steps 
for University. See page five. 
Two British debaters will face two UPS students, 
Craig McClanahan and Paul Van Giffen, here tonight. See 
page three. 
The "New-Look" UPS varsity downed the 
"Super-frosh" 107-88, just before the Thanksgiving break. 
Details on page nineteen. 
Wednesday the basketball squad lost its opener to 
Montana State 76-71. The home opener will be Dec. 8 
against U.C. Davis. Don Zech's comment on the loss: 
"Don't judge the season on this one! We're gonna have a 
real good team!"See next issue for details. 
The UPS law school proposal 
was given the go ahead at the 
Nov. 24 meeting of the 
Executive Committee of the 
Board of Trustees. 
A statement was adopted 
resolving that, ''The 
administrative officers of the 
University be authorized and 
directed to proceed with plans 
to establish a School of Law to 
begin operation when it is 
deemed appropriate by the 
University administration, doing 
such things as may be necessary 
thereto." 
	
The admi 	 iative officers 
were directed by the resolution 
to "proceed prudently, taking 
cognizance of and complying 
with the various suggestions and 
conditions which were made a 
part of the supporting 
resolutions." 
	
The ori' 	 o 'lution had 
established .' ti! of 1972 as 
the opening date for the school 
but that was deleted by the 
committee. The opening date 
was left open. 
The resolution stated that, 
"The administrative officers will 
present to the Board of Trustees 
the final operating plan for the 
establishment of the law achool 
with its recommendation as to 
an opening date of the school" 
The next meeting of the full 
board has been set for Dec. 20. 
The resolution passed with 
six affirmative votes. Only 
Merton Elliot, University lawyer, 
vcted against the proposal. 
The suggestions and 
conditions alluded to in the 
adopted resolution are contained 
in the supporting resolution of 
the full faculty. 
That resolution includes 
provisions for accreditation as 
soon as possible, high quality, 
financial arrangements which 
won't detract from present 
planned University progress, a 
number of reserved places for 
UPS graduates, the school as a 
integrated part of the University, 
and a faculty role in selection of 
the Dean. 
Lloyd Stuckey, financial 
vice-president, indicated that 
chances for opening the school 
in 1971 were "still pretty good," 
adding that a major contingency 
was finding a Dean. 
In other action the Board 
approved application for federal 
funding for a $3.6 million 
library addition. 
Requested in direct Title I 
grant was $1,202,399 and in 
Title III loan $1,442,880. The 
UPS share of the package is 
$961,921. 
Only $1 million will be 
available to Washington colleges 
in grant monies in the immediate 
future. However, administrators 
think UPS has a chance to 
receive all of this and possibly 
some money to be set aside by a 
bill which has not yet cleared 
Congress. 
The plans for the addition 
were referred to the Building 
and Grounds Committee. 
The Finance Committee of 
the Board of Trustees approved 
the purchase of 500 shares of 
Merck, an ethical drug company, 
and turned down for the 
moment a proposed addition of 
300 shares of Xerox. 
by Gary Chapman 
Sha-Na-Na and Adam Wind 
opened the second ASUPS 
Popular Entertainment concert 
Sunday night, Nov. 21, to a bare 
crowd of 1500 people. Once 
again, the ASB faced a loss, this 
time in the neighborhood of 
$3,000. 
Adam Wind played a 
50-minute set, plaqued by sound 
difficulties with feedback. The 
local group, composed of two 
guitars, bass, drums, and a lead 
singer, performed seven songs, 
including their local AM record, 
"Nobody's Boogie." 
After a long intermission, 
Sha-Na-Na bounced out to the 
enthusiastic cheers of the 
audience. Although the crowd  
featured a few scattered, 
greased-up rockers, Sha-Na-Na's 
blLarre appearance brought 
screams of laughter. Sha-Na-Na 
is built out of twelve replicas of 
fifties' greasers, six of whom 
play instruments—two guitars, 
bass, piano, sax and drums. 
Three of the group are squeezed 
into skin tight gold lame suits 
with bare chests under their 
short, open coats. The rest of 
the band struts around in a 
variety of jeans, white socks, 
short T-shirts, sunglasses and 
toothpicks. 
Sha-Na-Na opened up with 
the Coasters' "Get a Job," 
whose chorus leatures tne 
group's name. They then 
launched their 50 minute set, 
which included no less than 18 
songs. Sha-Na-Na material is  
taken completely from the 
"Golden Age" of rhythm & 
blues of the fifties and early 
sixties. Among others, they did, 
Big Joe Turner's "Shake Rattle 
and Roll," The Fire Satins' 
"Tears on My Pillow," Mark 
Dinning's "Teen Angel," The 
Coasters' "Yakety-Yak," Elvis 
Presley's "Jailhouse Rock," and 
Dion & the Belmonts' "Teenager 
in Love." They continued with 
The Crests' "Sixteen Candles," 
the Ventures' "Walk Don't 
Run," and finished with their 
song from the Woodstock 
album, "At the Hop." 
The crowd called them back 
for three encores, where they 
performed "Rock n' Roll Is Here 
to Stay," Elvis' "Heartbreak 
Hotel," and finally "Lovers 
Never Say Goodbye." 
ASB loses $3000 with Sha Na Na 
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UNTIL AFTER FURTHER STUDY 
Administration promises to keep 
fraternity tunnel doors unlocked 
Administration officials 
Tuesday promised fraternity 
presidents that the food service 
tunnel connecting the houses in 
the Union Ave. complex would 
not be locked during off-duty 
hours until after further 
consultation with the complex 
residents. 
The move to restrict the 
present 24-hour access 
originated with a Nov. 8 letter to 
Richard Grimwood, food service 
director from the Tacoma Fire 
Department. 
The letter stated, "Due to the 
increasing incidents of 
vandalism, and the possibility of 
an arson fire in the tunnel, it is 
recommended that the tunnel be 
secured against unlawful entry 
after the working day is 
finished." 
Several instances of vandalism 
have already been reported in 
the tunnel this fall, including 
breaking into food service 
storage areas, setting off fire  
alarms, turning off electricity, 
and breaking lights. 
Darell Johnson, ASUPS 
president, called the Tuesday 
meeting after the bolts for the 
proposed locks had already been 
installed. He indicated, "I know 
the reaction would be worse 
than the food fight last spring if 
we locked up the tunnels 
without consulting the 
fraternities." 
Lloyd 	 Stucky, financial 
vice-president, ordered the bolts 
removed when it became 
apparent that the complex 
residents were not satisfied that 
they had been adequately 
consulted. 
At the Tuesday meeting 
several of the fraternity 
presidents pointed out the 
residents of the complex were 
disturbed because the locks were 
ju.st being "crammed o n 
without the residents being 
consulted first. 
Stuckey indicated that "as ol 
now, there are no locks up" and 
that the administration was 
willing to work out a 
generally acceptable solution to 
the vandalism problem. 
Darrell Johnson suggested an 
assessment procedure against the 
houses to pay for damages as an 
alternative to the locks. 
Theta Chi president Kevin 
Collins said that people "don't 
want to accept responsibility for 
something they know nothing 
about or didn't do," and that if 
the locks would keep residents 
out of the tunnel, the University 
couldn't hold them responsible 
for damage done. 
Brian Radditz, president of 
Beta Theta Pi fraternity, hinted 
that vandalism might continue 
despite the locks. "I think it 
might raise some new problems. 
Let's say that someone says, 
'well, let's see how long it takes 
them to get the door off if we 
cram epoxy in the lock.' You're 
going to have to cope with 
K TODAY K 
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things like that." 
Clark Hillier, UPS business 
manager, asked Radditz, "Why 
should we have to cope with 
those problems?" 
"That's the nature of 
people," Radditz replied. 
"People have already talked 
about that. They could run 
around and lock everybody in in 
the morning." 
Radditz also pointed out that 
the fraternities would expect 
improvements in the food 
service, either in the appearance 
of the tunnels or the quality of 
the food, if locks were put on. 
PAULSON'S 
STEREO 
COMPONENT 
CEN TERS 
Britishers to face UPS debaters here 
Two British debaters will face ''audience 	 participation 	 is sarcasm 	 are 	 essential 	 to 	 the 
two UPS students tonight at 7 encouraged" 	 in 	 the 	 Oxford Oxford 	 style 	 debate, 	 Dr. 
p.m. in Mc006 as part of the debate 	 format 	 which 	 will be Peterson reports, both on the 
international 	 student 	 debate used. Each speaker will present part of the speakers and the 
exchange program. an eight minute speech and will audience. 
Dr. Gary Perterson, director then 	 be 	 questioned 	 for 	 four Representatives of local labor 
of 	 Communication 	 Activities, minutes 	 by 	 one 	 of 	 his groups 	 have 	 been 	 invited 	 to 
reports 	 that 	 the 	 two 	 British opponents. There will then be a attend, 	 according 	 to 	 Dr. 
speakers are Ian Frederick Lloyd thirty 	 minute 	 period 	 for Peterson. He also reports that 
of the University of Durham and parliamentary 	 questions 	 from the 	 two 	 British 	 speakers will 
Nigel 	 C. Waterson of Oxford the audience and five minute appear on KTVW-TV, Channel 
University. Both are experienced summary speeches by each team. 13 	 at 	 10 p.m. 	 tonight 	 for a 
speakers and leaders in student Sharp questions, wit and mild question and answer period. 
government 	 at their respective 
universities. They are on a tour 
of the United States, debating Hawaiian 	 to students perform on approximately thirty college 
campuses across the U. S. 
UPS will be represented by 
Craig McClanahan, a freshman, at /vl cNeil Island Penitentiary 
and Paul Van Giffen, a junior 
who has debated for UPS and 
Tacoma Community College. (UPSNB) riui 0 Hawaii, an The 	 50-member 	 cast 	 will 
The topic for the debate will organization 	 of 	 Hawaiian present a two hour program of 
be "that this house believes that students 	 at 	 the 	 University 	 of entertainment 	 featuring 	 the 
trade union power is too great Puget 	 Sound, 	 will 	 perform hula, the Polynesian slap dance, 
for the good of America." The before 1,500 inmates at McNeil native chants and a variety of 
affirmative 	 position 	 will 	 be Island Penitentiary on Saturday, Hawaiian songs. Invited to the 
supported by the British team. Dec. 	 4, 	 according 	 to 	 Charlie institution by the Hawaiian Club 
Dr. Peterson points out that Soon, president of the group, there, the UPS group currently 
makes frequent trips to McNeil 
Private room, meals, laundry facilities for male or female to talk with prisoners. 
student 	 with 	 pleasant 	 young family 	 in 	 large 	 home 	 in About 	 200 	 students 	 from 
Federal Way. $100 per month.VE8-0453. Hawaii are presently enrolled in the University and 100 of them 
********* 
are active in the Hui 0 Hawaii 
For sale: Bicycle - Girl's 3-speed. $40 
	 Ext. 519. organization. 
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not sure about 
promoting name 
ASUPS officials 
entertainment 
No one inside the ASUPS office is quite 
sure these days how the University of Puget 
Sound is going to be able to continue 
sponsoring big-name entertainment—and not 
lose money. The Guess Who appearance of 
Oct. 12 cost the ASUPS Artist and Lectures 
Series' budget $4300. Just before 
Thanksgiving, on Nov. 21, the Series lost 
almost $3000 on the group Sha Na Na. 
Those concerts sustained losses 
significant enough to drain almost one half of 
the budget for the Artist and Lectures 
program. That budget, with its original 
$20,000 appropriation, is now somewhere 
between twelve and thirteen hundred dollars. 
The $20,000 operating budget is twice 
the size of last year's. But at the present rate 
of deficit accumulation, even $20,000 won't 
be enough. Programmers have hinted that at 
least two more concerts are probable. And 
there is no real indication that future concerts 
will be any more successful than they have 
been. 
There is more than one good reason why 
UPS cannot break even on its rock 
entertainment. No doubt the most important 
single factor is that there is no one in a 
position to devote the time and energy 
necessary to hire and promote big-name 
entertainment. Artist and Lectures Series 
General Manager Bill Wilson is a full-time 
student with his work hopper bulging with 
other Series programs. Wilson's office, which 
consists of Wilson and one or two occasional 
assistants, is not only responsible for the 
concerts, but must also oversee the lectures 
series and the weekly campus films. Maila 
Putnam, who serves as a general policy 
planner for the Series, is also a full-time 
student and vice-president of the student 
body as well. 
Wilson simply does not have the 
resources to do an adequate job. 
Consequently, mistakes have been 
made—policies are poorly planned, prices are 
not adequately negotiated, and publicity has 
been weak. The Guess Who tickets, for 
example, were overpriced, the concert night 
was poorly chosen, the hiring price was much 
too high, and the publicity campaign was 
rushed and ineffective. 
Programmers took pains to avoid those 
same errors in planning the Sha Na Na 
appearance. The ASB secured the group at a 
reasonable rate—$4500. Ticket prices were 
lowered considerably. The concert night was 
scheduled for a weekend rather than during 
the week. But to no avail. The publicity effort 
was hindered by a lack of manpower. The 
posters were mediocre. And to compound 
events, Pacific Lutheran University scheduled 
a Rock-n-Roll Revival for the Monday  
following the Sha Na Na performance, 
creating stiff competition for UPS. That, and 
the fact that many students were already 
leaving for the Thanksgiving holiday, cast the 
night's receipts far into the red. 
ASUPS officers take solace in reiterating 
the somewhat semantical point that the ASB 
is in the entertainment business to provide a 
service for students, not to make money. But 
neither should they be in the business to lose 
money. The question in many minds is how 
UPS can afford to sponsor big-name 
entertainment; and service or not, not a few 
ASUPS officials are fed up with the whole 
"entertainment mess," as one insider put it. 
Certa. y a full-time entertainment staff 
would help. PLU, for example, has four or 
five full-time staffers headed by general 
manager Jim Fisher—and PLU has operated its 
last two concerts in the black. A full-time 
staff would have the resources and 
connections so vital to success in the 
entertainment business. Such a staff could 
adequately plan and promote good concerts, 
at the same time avoiding the haste and 
mistakes which seem to characterize the 
current program. 
Another possibility might be a pooling 
of UPS/PLU financial resources to provide 
crowd-drawing entertainment. That idea has 
been kicked about recently, but there are 
problems. First, PLU is doing fine by 
themselves. Second, even if UPS and PLU do 
pooi their finances, who would provide the 
manpower for publicity work and other 
pre-concert tasks? This university has not 
displayed any inclination toward an 
abundance of manpower, nor is there any 
reason to expect it to. Undoubtedly, PLU 
would prefer some assistance in this area. 
Carol Richards said that a group of 
women wanted to do a womens issue, and 
here it is. 
The articles included on pages 8 through 
15 of this issue were written, edited, typed, 
and pasted up by Carol Richards, Desera 
Towle and their staff which included Maila 
Perhaps the most feasible possiblity 
would be a greater reliance upon organized 
entertainment promoters, such as the 
Northwest Releasing Corporation in Seattle. 
Even though that would not solve this 
university's manpower shortage crisis, it 
would provide the ASB officers with valuable 
negotiating resources and promotional 
know-how. The inevitable outcome of that, of 
course, would be to lessen expenses and 
maximize receipt intake and profits. 
Since the University of Puget Sound 
does not have an entertainment staff that can 
operate independently as does that of Pacific 
Lutheran, perhaps Northwest Releasing is the 
only alternative. General Manager Bill Wilsor 
has no doubts that unless UPS hires a 
full-time staff, it is entirely necessary to find a 
promotional firm. In fact, he has warned the 
ASB that unless something is done to provide 
a decent entertainment planning program, he 
will resign as manager of the Artist and 
Lectures Series. Wilson was not easy to find in 
the first place; that of entertainment manager 
is a thankless job. 
Although there are those who w:mld 
prefer to drop the rock concerts .iiurely, 
there is no indication that will be done. Maila 
Putnam told this writer that as long as there is 
a student demand for rock concert 
entertainment, the program will be 
continued.. 
That may or may not be wise. But one 
thing is certain. If something does not give, 
then Bill Wilson will. With Wilson out, there 
would be no hope for the program; it is a fact 
that neither Putnam nor anyone else in the 
ASB office can handle the task alone. 
Al Smith 
Putnam, Minde Sunde, Allan Poobus, Bob 
Huey, Anabell Sime, Karen King, Ernest 
DeRocher, Linda Lantz, Winifred Tuft, Kathy 
Kegal, Missy Peterson, Paula Zimmerman, and 
Pat Simpson. 
The front page graphic was selected by 
the women's issue staff. 
Richards, Towle organize women's issue 
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Albertson lecture timely call for bold steps 
Dr. Albertson's exciting Regester Lecture 
presentation was a timely call for bold and innovative 
steps to be taken by the University of Puget Sound. 
His lecture touched on many topics, but his probing 
analysis of the classroom offered a superior 
alternative for the existing educational philosophy 
found on this campus. The time has come tostop 
threatening students with grades, and to inspire them 
with ideas. 
Obviously, it is easier to advocate radical 
change, than to entirely restructure a classroom 
around vastly different educational philosophies. Dr. 
Albertson spoke of an experiment conducted in an 
honors class several years ago. Half of the honor 
students took careful notes regarding their personal 
feelings about the class and its professor, and also 
noted observations of the professor's classroom 
attitudes. 
When they found a professor rigid and highly 
opinioned, they tried to change their attitudes to 
understand the professor's views; and when they 
found a professor uncommitted, they challenged him 
with well developed, personal convictions. The result 
was a change in the entire classroom atmosphere. All 
students noticed and expressed an improvement in 
the class atmosphere, and demonstrated advanced 
understanding of the mateiral. 
4 . 
;( 
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I feel it is imperative that UPS initiate similar 
classroom programs. This can be accomplished only 
by a concerted effort of knowledgeable faculty and 
enlightened students. The faculty must make the 
education available and stimulating, while the 
students become more receptive and alert. 
This process can not take place by 
administrative decree. It will be long, arduous and, at 
times, discouraging. Faculty and students must, 
however, persevere. 
The administration could certainly encourage 
such attitudes by instituting curriculum changes to 
accomodate new and unusual interests. The school 
could also adopt a pass, honors, no-pass student 
evaluation system. 
Dr. Albertson also advocated the abolition of 
the current grading system in favor of a pass, honors, 
no-pass evaluation method. I feel it is high time UPS 
recognize the failures of the present, archaic grading 
system. It functions by punishing students for poor 
work rather than as an incentive to produce 
satisfactory work, as some people claim it does. 
The purpose of an institution of higher learning 
is not to force students to learn through inflexible 
and uncompromising situations. The purpose is to 
provide the conducive atmosphere and the educated 
minds capable of challenging and encouraging 
PA 
.4 
students to seek knowledge and experiences both 
inside and outside the classroom. 
A pass,honors, no-pass evaluation process would 
encourage students to perform well and not 
discourage them from attempting to master strenuous 
course offerings. If they found, at any time in the 
course, they were not going to be able to complete 
the course work, they would simply withdraw. A 
withdrawal would be automatically processed for 
any student not finishing the course with satisfactory 
knowledge of the course material. 
A pass grade would be given to all students 
satisfactorally completing course work and 
demonstrating a knowledge of the course content. 
The honors recognition would still provide incentive 
for these students wishing to prove extraordinary 
accomplishment in a particular field. 
I am hopeful that these educational reforms 
will be accepted by more educators and given serious 
consideration on this campus. As long as professors, 
such as Dr. Albertson, continue to verbalize possible 
alternatives and practice, in the classroom, what they 
have articulated, the education process can be revised 
and made more compatible to student needs. 
Wesley Jordan 
Shelter Half moves 
The Shelter Half Coffeehouse has moved, built 
into its new place and is, once again, getting into 
serving the people of Ft. Lewis, McChord AFB, and 
Tacoma in whatever way is best. We are having "ome 
good programs and several ideas have started c. Aning 
together. 
First, is eating. Because of some hard work, 
luck, and help from our friends we have a good, 
progressive, legal and cook-in-able kitchen. We can 
prepare good soups, salads, stews, sandwichc., things 
like that. So, we serve a lunch every weekday 
(probably we'll include Sunday soon) asking people 
to contribute at least $.25 for the "meal-of-the day". 
Nothing is fancy. It is cheap, healthy, together and 
fun, 11:30-1:30, Monday through Friday. 
Second, we're starting a Sunday night movie 
program. We want to show feature length movies, and 
have scheduled already several movies. 'iTh eduie 
is like this: 
Dec. 5—"The Caine Mutiny' 
Dec. 12—"The Guns of Navarone 
Dec. 19—"A Raisin in the Sun" 
Shelter Half Coffee House 
- 1902 Tacoma Ave. So. 
BR2-5227 
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the people speak 
Hopscotch boring 
Bill Wooley, you're right. In the last issue Bill 
expressed disgust in the lack of recreational facilities 
on campus. 
He is not alone in his perception of this 
predicament. Our favorite condom distributors alsc 
know a recreationally frustrated campus when the3 
3ee one. Opportunistically, they have begun to 
"promote" a common method of emotional releases 
therefore they have taken up the slack where oui 
local ivory tower left off. Many of us grow 
ncreasingly desperate, sexually and otherwise, with 
each passing day. I mean, hopscotch grows borigg  
after a few years. 
The answers to these needs unfortunately lie in 
the bureaucracy impregnably housed in that ivory 
tower. Nevertheless, UPS pioneered college education 
this year, believe it or not, by eliminating PE 
requirements. This is a righteous notion only if the 
college provides adequate opportuntiy for everyone 
to keep active on his own. But someone must 
instigate action. 
Which brings us to that traditionally 
hibernating institution known apologetically as the 
Student-Faculty Relations Committee. In years past, 
this organ suffered almost fatally from atrophy. But 
this year a bunch of wild-eyed idealists (the type who 
terrorize staid Universities) somehow infiltrated the 
committee brazenly toting their hypodermics of 
adrenalin in hand. They came disguised as transfer 
students and faculty naive to the committee's 
worthlessness. 
As the year began, some of these new initiates 
to the committee marvelled at the meaningless nature 
of the business presented them. Someone called for 
relevency (as all idealists do, sooner or later) and 
quickly the entranced ex officios and other old-timers 
recognized how truly radical the committee had 
become. In this frantic search for meaning and 
purpose, we had nothing to discuss and relate to. 
Enter Coach Bob Ryan with a radical 
suggestion (I told you these idealists were disguised). 
One meeting he reluctantly mentioned his worry 
about the advent of a counselling center and crisis 
phone lines for a campus which had no recreational 
and emotional outlets. Everyone attending this 
meeting agreed, and behold . . . not only did the 
committee passionately adopt this campaign as its 
mission in life, but it promptly promised to 
accomplish something: truly a threat to our stolid 
ivory tower. Mary Curran, old-timer emeritus of our 
committee, even proclaimed that meeting to be the 
most exciting one in many years. 
In our lengthy discussions we have determined 
need in many areas of recreation: like a full blown 
intramural building housing everything; and carving 
fields from the unused lots and spaces around 
campus; and instituting hiking, boating and other 
Northwest activities; and also entering the realm of 
hobby-type opportunities. All these would exist for 
the relaxation and enjoyment of the campus 
community. 
The conclusion to this fairy tale is twofold: 
that perhaps Student-Faculty Relations Committee 
will actually accomplish a miracle or two (a truly 
idealistic notion), and that recreational facilities will 
improve. The obscenities we have often muttered in a 
flaming rage under our breath are currently being 
gathered in chorus. But a valid question at this point 
exists; that' is, does the committee have the right to 
delve into matters of this sort? Well, if our fervor 
exceeds the boundaries of our jurisdiction—and we 
don't believe it does—we can quietly duck the title of 
Student-Faculty Relations Committee and call 
ourselves the Ad Hoc Committee on Recreation (all 
radical committees have "ad hoc" in their titles, 
anyway). 
So Bill Wolley, fear not. Remember, if we fail 
you can always send in your coupon to our favorite 
condom distributor. Or become, as most of us are 
anyway, frustrated and over-the-hill. 
John Collins 
Student Co-Chairman 
Student.FacultY 
Relations Committee 
Deadlines frustrate 
I would be most grateful if you could or would 
answer a few questions, please. 
While writing an article on Day Care for the 
Women's Issue of the Trail, you informed me of a 
deadline of Monday, Nov. 29 for any articles to be 
published in the Women's Issue. Yet, the deadline for 
your edition of the Trail is Wednesday, Dec. 1. Since 
you informed me the deadline was the 29th I almost 
did not write the article since time was scarce. Then I 
found out the actual deadline was Tuesday Nov. 30. 
Mr. Parker, are you so threatened by the Women's 
Issue that you find it necessary to resort to tactics 
such as alternate deadlines, and misinformation? 
And while I'm thinking about it, do we have a 
newspaper that covers only those events happening 
between the hours of 9-5? I requested you to appoint 
a reporter to cover the Purdy Women's Treatment 
Center Coffeehouse project that takes place every 
Sunday from 6 p.m. to 8:30p.m. Unfortunately you 
informed me that reporters don't work those hours, 
but if I were able to find someone to write an article 
you would be most happy to print it if it met your 
standards. 
Many students at U.P.S. have put a lot of time 
and hard work in this program. Further, this project 
represents the U.P.S. campus, yet the Trail cannot 
find the time or energy to find out what's going on. 
It seems to me the Trail should be busy finding 
out what activities are happening on this campus (and 
there are many I'm sure you are unaware of or don't 
care to know) and inform the students. 
I realize what a hard job you must have in 
putting the Trail together but how about spending 
less time with rules, regulations and deadlines, and a 
little more time with student involvement. 
Karen King 
editor's note: The due date for reguLar TRAIL copy is 
Tuesday night. On Wednesday the copy is typed, 
played out, and pasted up. 
The Monday due date was established for the 
Women's Issue out of a physical necessity. 
All the copy for a twenty-pager cannot be 
typed and played out on Wednesday. 
The only time it is impossible for reporters to 
cover an event is Wednesday evening. At that time the 
staff is engaged in final layout. 
The TRAIL has reporters available who can talk 
to a contact person about a story. The responsibility 
is at least partly with the sponsors of an event to let 
the TRAIL know that they want to talk with a 
reporter. 
The other option for TRAIL coverage is to 
write an article and submit it. If the article conforms 
to the straight news style, it can be printed as 
submitted. Otherwise we will rewrite it or print it in 
the opinion section. 
While TRAIL staff members are paid something 
it is not enough for them to be actually anything 
other than volunteers. The UPS Public Information 
Office has a salaried staff that provides assistance in 
publici.zing school events. Expectations should be 
adjusted accordingly. 
'Law and order' excuse 
Last Friday, the TNT contained an article 
describing some of the pressures that are encouraging 
the United Nations to move out of New York City. 
They range from the overtly political demonstrations 
and sniping to burgularies, muggings and other crimes 
against person and property. 
It doesn't take an especially astute observer to 
notice that "law and order" can easily become an 
excuse for repression. But when the situation in New 
York City, and by implication, any American city, 
becomes so savage that powers as diverse as Spain and 
USSR are driven to common cause in dealing with 
threats to the safety of their delegations, it is time we 
paused and took stock of our judicial philosophy. 
Any judicial system guards the rights of the innocent 
by allowing a proportion of the guilty to go free. 
When considerations of this sort limit the 
effectiveness of efforts to jail criminals to the extent 
that other individuals seem to be unnecessarily 
encouraged to commit crimes, it becomes an open 
question whether we are following the doctrine of the 
greatest good for the greatest number. 
Perhaps one way to improve the situation is to 
use some categories of improperly obtained evidence 
and at the same time see that over-zealous police 
responsible for abuse of the rights of the accused 
stand trial. I expect that this is at best a partial 
solution and I do not pretend to have the whole 
answer. Often in fact, the interests of the majority 
can best be served by zealously guarding the rights of 
the minorities. But a concern for the rights of the 
majority should stand as high in our considerations as 
the rights of specific groups within the body politic. 
William G. Dennis 
Thanks to Ostransky 
I wish to thank Dr. Ostransky for his response to 
my column in the 12 November issue of the TRAIL. I 
feel it is important that 'study abroad' options open 
to students on this campus, and their good and bad 
points, be publicized. Dr. Ostransky's response is the 
first step towards this end. At some later date I 
intend to draw up a report for the TRAIL on as many 
'study abroad' options as I can find material for. 
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LEARN TO SKY JUMP FOR FUN AND PROFIT 
Special treatment? 
I am replying to a letter by Jerry McLaughlin in 
the Trail on November 19, 1971. 1 have a few 
questions to ask concerning that letter. 
To begin with, Miller Chambers stated that 
"The education is presented so that it communicates 
to the masses and the masses are white. Since blacks 
are products of a different culture when they enter 
college they face a tremendous cultural gap." As far 
as I know all of the blacks on this campus speak 
English. Why then can't a black person communicate 
or be communicated to in a lecture class? Edward B. 
Tylor, an English ethnologist, defined culture as "that 
complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, 
law, morals, custom, and any other capabilities and 
habits acquired by man as a member of society". Are 
the blacks at this school really culturally different? 
Carol Gross stated that "when you are the only 
black in a class you tend to hesitate in asking 
questions for fear of being looked upon as a dumb 
sambo". He also said that "Many blacks who are very 
interested in getting an education skip classes because 
they can't get help when they need it." He also 
"asked the profs to be ambitious in seeking out 
blacks in their classes who are having problems". 
Everyone in a class is afraid to ask questions for fear 
of being looked upon as dumb. If the blacks have a 
special problem with it why don't they talk to the 
prof outside of class? If anyone is very interested in 
getting an education the way to do it is not to skip 
classes. That merely increases the need for help. Why 
then would a black skip a class because he can't get 
help when he needs it? Finding profs for extra help is 
hard but why can't a black do that and receive the 
help that the prof would surely give? Why must the 
prof be Ambitious in seeking out blacks that have 
problems any more than anyone else? That would 
exhibit partiality towards the blacks would it not? 
Don't the blacks with problems have the incentive to 
go get extra help? If this is the case is a lack of 
incentive really the problem? 
Paul Chappell spoke of the education 
department and said that he hadn't had a "good 
experience" because UPS sends its students to "all 
white" Pierce County Schools. I would like to point 
out a discrepancy here. According to the Pierce 
County Schools Ethnic Report, for the year 1970-71 
in grades K-12, there were 95,957 students enrolled, 
5613 of whom were black. That is 5.85% black, 
hardly "all white". Paul Chappell then suggested 
hiring more black profs. Again, is this an example of 
partiality, to hire profs who are black specifically? 
Also, what is the percentage of black students to 
white students versus the percentage of blacks have a 
problem communicating because education is 
presented so that it communicates to the white 
masses. Would whites in a black profs class have 
trouble communicating the same reasoning? 
In reply to Bob Ford's statement that profs 
should look beyond that is considered "normal 
problems" of students where blacks are concerned, I 
ask if blacks have particularly abnormal problems or 
more problems than all students? He stated further 
that a black may look on a prof as a communtiy. 
What sort of community any why would a black He 
then asked profs to be as "Super-Human" as they 
expect black students to be. Do profs really expect 
black students to be super-human, sub-human or 
anything but human? His last comment was that "a 
prof shouldn't take it for granted that they are 
getting through to their students." Here I interject an 
opinion. I feel that if no questions or problems are 
raised during or after class then a prof can take it for 
granted that he is getting through to the students. 
At the end of the article it stated that the panel 
had come up with some answers. The first was to 
"make your lectures more relevant so that they 
communicate to everyone." I question how an Art, 
Anthropology, Biology, Chemistry, Religion, Math, 
Psychology, or for that matter any lecture in almost 
any course in this University can be made more 
relevant. How can you get more relevant than plain 
and simple facts? Answers 2-6 I have already 
discussed. As for 7, which calls for the expansion of 
the curriculum to include more cultural-awareness 
classes, that is fine as long as there is a demand for 
them. As far as answer 8 is concerned about Project 
Up-Tight, I question the need for it. Does a definite 
problem really exist? 
Carl Gross stated that black students are 
reactionary towards whites because of their 
experiences with them. Bernice Evans stated that 
"More and more blacks are attending college every 
day and it's about time the faculty made themselves 
aware of the black identity and culture instead of 
saying there aren't any differences". Are all black 
students reactionary towards all white students 
because of previous experiences? Apparently by 
Bernice Evans statement you don't want the 
differences overlooked. Are there really any 
differences besides just skin pigment and a few other 
minor things? If so, because of it, or in spite of it, are 
you trying to somewhat isolate yourselves and receive 
special treatment? I agree that the door for 
"Meaningful Communication" is cracked open a 
ways, but are you trying to open it more or shut it? 
If you desire clarification on any of the points 
that I have mentioned please contact me. Answers to 
my questions, other questions, comments and 
criticisms are also invited. 
Inquisitively Submitted, 
Paul Mattson 
Conversion by fear 
"Not every man who says to me, "Lord, Lord" 
shall enter the kingdom of heaven, but he who does 
the will of my Father who is in heaven." (Matt. 7:21) 
There is a dread malady going around campus, a 
malady to which many, if not most, have been 
subjected. Some have even succumbed, with 
disastrous results. This disease may be loosely termed, 
"conversion by fear". To put it bluntly, there are 
many who profess to follow Christ Jesus, but are in 
actuality ruled by the devil Fear. These people, with 
fear disquised in good intent, walk among the people 
spreading fear wherever they go. Surely, if they have 
read the Bible, they must realize what they are doing. 
"Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them." 
(Matt. 5:16) Those who convert by fear are ruled by 
fear, not the Lord Jesus. Fear can only lead to hatred, 
jealousy, etc., which are all derived from fear and its 
master, ignorance. This is obviously not the Way of 
the Lord Jesus, who taught love and brotherhood. 
Christianity in its ungarbled form is the Way of 
Love, Wisdom, right action, and devotion, which lead 
to God. The primary commandments are: 
"1. Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all 
thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy 
mind. 
2. Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." 
(Matt. 22:37-39) 
These two above commandments cannot 
conflict because, as Lord Jesus said, "and the second 
is like unto it" (the first). (Matt. 22:39) 
Loving your neighbor does not mean 
force-converting him by breaking down reason by 
fear, for "as a man thinkest, so is he." A man 
increases that which he concentrates upon. (By fear I  
mean panic-type fear, not the respect for God talked 
about in the Bible) 
Those who convert by fear, know this: The 
devil is fear and ignorance. If fear and ignorance be 
stopped by love of God and neighbor coupled with its 
necessary prerequisite, proper self-control, then there 
is nothing left to fear. Even if you do sin, you shall be 
forgiven, if you truly want it. So there is nothing tc 
fear but fear itself. 
You have no fear of "other religious, either, fot 
there is but one Way, and those other religions teach 
it also. (Most people have seen but not really seen, 
the Christmas cards put out by UNICEF almost every 
year, which have painted upon them the Golden Rule 
as stated by all religions.) In fact, there are very few 
religions more warlike, prejudiced, and bigoted than 
what Christianity has become, despite its Exalted 
Savior. 
The behavior of Christians has generally been 
despicable, judging, and holier-than-thou in the past. 
But now Christianity is faced with the knowledge 
that we aren't the only religion who preaches the Way 
of God, but that there are at least five Great Saviors 
who are the same truth, Way, and Life. Jesus has 
stated the above point very well, although I'm not 
sure that this particular quote is meant for this point: 
"For from henceforth there shall be five in one house 
divided, three against two, and two against three." 
May this world be free from ignorance and fear and 
prejudice, through the light of the one truth as 
expressed through all five religions—unified. 
In God 
David Athearn 
Religion and salvation 
editor's note: David Whit ford writes this statement in 
response to the letter submitted by David A thearn. 
RELIGIONS are man's attempts to find God. 
SALVATION is God's provision to find man. I 
believe the Bible from cover-to-cover, and on the 
cover it says HOL Y BIBLE—I believe that, too. 
The Bible and Christianity contain the ONLY 
plan of Salvation. All "religions" (yes, even some 
so-called "Christian religions") are based upon 
"works"—man's own efforts to get to God, to save 
himself. The Bible's plan of "Salvation" however, 
says that we are "saved by GRACE through FAITH; 
and not even that faith is of ourselves, but is given to 
everyone as the gift of God—not by 'works', lest any 
man should boast (Eph. 2:8,9)." 
What is this grace? Under the law, the sheep die 
for the shepherd. Under GRACE, the shepherd dies 
for the sheep (Psalm 22, 23, & 24). 
We make a sad mistake if we try to interpret 
one verse apart from the whole. We should rather 
interpret one verse in light of the whole. When the 
plain sense of the Bible makes good sense, seek no 
other sense! If a person interprets a verse to go 
against the overall message of the Bible, then a 
mistake has been made. 
What is this message? The Bible begins with 
God, not with an explanation for His existence. It 
quickly shows man's sinful nature through Adam 
(Gen. 3), and God's promise to man of rescue from 
that nature (Gen. 3:15). 
The message can be summed as follows: 
Man has a sinful nature (Jer. 17:9); 
Because of this nature, man is separated 
from God, "for all have sinned and fallen short of the 
Glory of God (Rom 3:23;see also Rom. 3:10); 
) God, in his Love, has provided the ONLY 
"Way, truth, and Life." Jesus himself said "No man 
comes to the father, but through me" (John chapter 
3, and John 14:1-6). "For there is no other name 
under heaven, given among men, whereby we must be 
saved" (Acts 4:12); 
and 4) Jesus also said "Behold, I stand at the 
door and knock; if anyone hears My voice and opens 
the door, I will come in to him" (Rev. 3:20). It's that 
personal decision that does it—not mere emotion, or 
words, but an act of the will and intellect, as well. 
Jesus IS the ONLY savior of the world—do not be 
foo.led. You either accept Him, or reject Him—It's a 
personal choice. 
No other man has ever made these claims 
seriously—and no other man who made them ever 
lived very long afterward. Nor would any other man 
have been believed. Jesus told us that we can do 
nothing for God, but that God wants to do 
everything for us. 
No, do NOT be "converted by fear", for "God 
has not given us a spirit of fear but a spirit of power 
and Love, and a sound mind" (II Tim. 1:7). Instead, 
be converted by the Grace of God, which is given 
freely to any man who asks for it in the name of 
Jesus Christ. 
Thank you, 
David Whitford 
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Daycare 
who cares? 
we care 
By Karen King 
Realizing the importance of the 
formative years, everyone should be 
concerned with Daycare. The Headstart 
reports are frightening! Did you know 
75% of retarded children are not born 
that way, hut are victims of their 
environments? 
The report from Follow Through 
states, "Preschool children have the 
capacity to learn considerably more than 
has traditionally been assumed, and 
delays in learning at this critical preschool 
period may result in irreversibly arrested 
earning capacity." It has also been found 
that by age 3, 90% of a child's motor 
skills have already been developed; by age 
4, 50% of the child's IQ has been 
established; by age 6, a child's attitudes 
and values have been set which affect her 
for life. Isn't it time we started providing 
our children with the basic needs? 
The response to the Day Care survey 
and meetings held in Jones 304 has been 
fair, although many people expressed a 
desire for Day Care but didn't want to be 
involved in the hassles of organizing a 
center. 
The purpose of having day care on 
campus is: 
Children would be close to their 
parents. In turn, parents would more 
easily be able to participate actively in 
the Day Care program by having the 
option to volunteer time in ways such as 
story time, organized play, cultural 
exploration of heritage, etc. 
Men would have the opportunity to 
discover that teaching, working, and 
playing with children can be an enjoyable 
as well as a creative experience. 
Parents would be enabled to share in 
their child's growth and progress, while at 
the same time learning themselves. 
Students from occupational therapy, 
psychology, sociology, art, music, 
science, etc., would have the opportunity 
to gain practicum experience so urgently 
needed in our education system. 
Having a Day Care Center on campus 
vould eliminate many problems parents 
ow face with no transportation, baby 
.;itters who don't show up, and fees that 
are much too high for low income 
families. 
Most iunportantly, children would be 
provided with an educational program, a 
chance for interaction which many 
children do not have, a nutritional meal 
and snacks, and, so important to growth 
and development, a warm, loving 
environment. 
by Bob Huey 
In considering the Women's 
movement, there are two aspects which I 
find fundamentally important, and 
worthy of some discussion. They seem 
somewhat unrelated - but when explored, 
their basic relationship should become 
more clear. They are: (a) the Women's 
Movement as, for the most part, a middle 
class phenomena, and (b) Women's 
"Liberation" as a two sided coin. 
First, what is meant by the term 
"middle class" and is it fair to so classify 
the Women's Movement? Here I am using 
''middle class" strictly as a class 
description, not a philosophical 
judgement (which would be an entirely 
different matter). In this sense, then, the 
Women's Movement is largely (not 
exclusively) confined to the white 
middle, and upper middle class, and I 
think that's very unfortunate. The Black 
woman, the Chicano woman, the welfare 
recipient, the working woman, all are 
subject to a diverse and complex set of 
oppressions, in racial, economic, and 
social categories - as well as sexual ones. 
The assumption then might be "They 
have something more important to worry 
about than sexism." But this is why 1 said 
that it is unfortunate that the Woman's 
Movement is largely confined to the 
The Day Care Committee has searched 
the surrounding community to find ways 
of involving other people. It has been 
found that Senior Citizens are quite eager 
and anxious to take part in a project such 
as this . and who could devote more time, 
love and talent? 
Our society has far too long always 
excluded the very young and very old. 
It's time we realized our children as our 
nat,ons' most important resource. 
Students on this campus are always 
talking about making their education 
relevant to them. The most recent 
example of this was the women's demands 
for a class called "Women in American 
Society". The University has illustrated 
its desire for change by adopting this 
course. Now students again have the 
opportunity to further their relevant 
education by supporting Day Care. Will 
you support the Day Care program? The 
children wait.....  
middle class - because I think that sexual 
oppression is something very "important 
to worry about" - secondary to none of 
these other oppressions; in fact, to a 
certain extent the BASIS of these other 
oppressions. What is racism, especially 
among the "liberal" middle class, if it 
isn't paternalism? And isn't paternalism 
also sexism? Why are many white men 
worried about protecting "sacred white 
womanhood"? It is because they use 
"their" women to reinforce their own 
masculinity. 
And the reason that the Woman's 
Movement is largely middle class is 
because it is in the middle class that such 
sexual exploitation is most blatant; it is 
not just in the home, but it makes up a 
large and influential part of our cultural 
surroundings. Playboy is aimed at the 
white middle class, as is Cosmopolitan, as 
is feminine (and masculine) hygiene spray 
advertisements (most other advertising 
for that matter). And it is Playboy, 
Cosmo, and friends, who are blatant 
about their sexism. This barrage is 
heaviest on the middle class woman, so 
she is the first to react, because it is all 
around her and she cannot escape it. Even 
males whom she considers as friends 
probably call her a "chick" (incidentally, 
if a woman is a "chick", then that means 
a man is a "cock" - a very appropriate 
name in many cases). 
Back in the beginning, I said that 
Women's Liberation is a two-sided coin. 
This seems fairly obvious In an 
oppressor/oppressed relationship, the 
oppressor is oppressed by his role as 
oppressor. The jailer is also jailed, since 
he can't leave either. When we lock others 
(and thereby ourselves) into roles, we 
trap ourselves and sacrifice our freedom, 
and ultimately our humanity. Our sexual 
roles are overwhelmingly confining. Let 
me illustrate this by using the example of 
two imaginary people: John and Jane, 
Born feminine 
By Minde Sunde 
Feminism to me, means being 
feminine, which comes with being born 
female, just as masculinity means being 
born male. No other difinition of either 
feminine or masculine is needed. It is 
simply understood.  
each assuming their "proper sexual roles" 
h e dominant and aggressive, she 
submissive and passive. 
John and Jane have sacrificed their 
financial freedom because they are 
constantly buying things which are 
supposed to make them more sexually 
appealing. They are susceptible to any 
advertising that uses the "hormonal 
approach", John really believes that 
Command ("a man's hair groom" as it 
3ays on the can. That's Groom - not 
spray) is inherently more masculine that 
White Rain (well, it IS more expensive). 
And Jane really believes that Pristine 
makes her more feminine than an 
'ordinary' bath or shower. John and Jane 
have also sacrificed their social freedom. 
John might not want to be seen with Jane 
because she is "ugly" and vice versa. Or, 
just as absurd, John might deliberately be 
seeti with Jane because she is "beautiful" 
and vice versa. John and Jane have also 
sacrificed their humanity by playing their 
little roles. John refuses to really talk 
with Jane because a woman is not 
supposed to fully understand male 
preoccupations. So, more often than not, 
communication between John and Jane is 
just a variation on the theme 
"command/obey" (John tells a joke, Jane 
laughs, ad nauseum). And Jane uses 
"feminine wiles" to manipulate John 
(Jane cries, John apologizes, ad 
nauseum). And Jane will often keep her 
intelligence to herself, and stagnate, 
rather than challenge John. So John 
either stagnates from lack of challenge, 
or, if he is stupid to begin with, begins to 
believe he's intelligent when he's not. 
John and Jane have also sacrificed their 
sexual freedom. The "30-second screw" is 
nothing but using a woman to masturbate 
with. Jane doesn't dare say "no" or 
"ouch" or even "I want to be on top this 
time" for fear of irritating John, or 
'losing him'. 
In short, when John insists on 
reducing Jane to a sex object, he reduces 
himself to one, too. This is true also if 
Jane allows herself to be reduced to a sex 
object. If John is sad, he cannot cry (he 
gets an ulcer instead, or channels it into 
anger, and hits someone or something). If 
Jane is mad, she cannot show it 
vigorously or she will be accused of being 
masculine. If Jane goes into a line of 
work other than that of a secretary or 
nurse, she "sacrifices her feminity," or is 
forced to resort to "feminine tricks" to 
become accepted (not to mention the 
fact that she will probably have to settle 
for lower pay). And if John decides to 
enter a "feminine" occupation, he must 
do something (probably something 
blatant) to affirm his masculinity among 
his co-workers and friends (but at least he 
will probably get equal pay). 
In other worUs, Women's Liberation is 
synonymous with Men's Liberation (or 
should be - simply reversing the roles 
would be pointless). A woman has more 
to offer a man than a comforting pat and 
a lay, just as a man has more to offer a 
woman than a strong arm and a lay. 
Finally, I hope the Woman's struggle 
will spread, since sexism is a fundamental 
paternal, oppressor/oppressed 
relationship, which underlies many other 
forms of oppression. And both individual 
and institutional sexism can be 
confronted (and hopefully eradicated) by 
refusing to buy products we don't need, 
by refusing to deify sex and instead 
keeping it in perspective as PART of the 
human whole, not all of it, by refusing to 
be aggressive just because it's "masculine" 
or submissive because it's "feminine" 
(any relationship based on dominance/ 
submission - oppression in other words - 
is a dead-end street, doomed, atleast, to 
boredom and frustration); in short, a 
refusal, by each one of us, to assume the 
roles we are conditioned into, just 
because we happen to be born a 
particular sex. 
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What if 
the joke 
is on you? 
By The Richard Helms Collective 
Sexual liberation is a joke -. to all but 
those who realize what they could be 
were they free to be what they want. 
But when you really think about it, it 
IS funny - those women wanting to be 
more than sex objects, wanting equal pay 
for equal work, the right to govern their 
bodies (abortion on demand), day care 
centers, and the like. It's funny because 
people have grown accustomed to calm, 
submissive women and the demands 
women present might alter the status 
quo. 
And how about homosexuals - that's a 
laugh. Dyke. Faggot. Butch. Queer. 
That's "funny" because we are 
uncomfortable. Straight people are 
uncomfortable with the idea that two 
men or two women can love each other 
totally with all forms of love. Straight 
people are disturbed because maybe, 
somewhere deep inside, they fear. They 
question their own sexuality. Gay is good 
-- for those who are. Straight is good for 
those who are. Gay becomes 
"uncomfortable" when straights begin to 
laugh -- when straights make laws that 
make "it" illegal for those who aren't 
"normal". Straights become "bad" when 
they pass laws which make sex practices 
other than their favorite heterosexual 
missionary position illegal. 
The other amusing thing about sexual 
liberation is the reaction of certain men --
men who say they wish to develop their 
own human-ness. These men want to be 
able to show their emotions - crybabies. 
They want to enjoy (as well as share) the 
responsibility of raising a family and 
maintaining a home - sissies. They don't 
necessarily want to be the aggressor in 
interpersonal and sexual relationships - 
impotent. 
The final and most amusing thing is 
that those of us who have changed our 
life styles to accomodate these "strange" 
views may have the last laugh. 
While 	 you all are getting ulcers 
from trying to live up to society's image 
of you and while you are passing laws to 
keep us in our heterosexual missionary 
positions (literally and figuratively) we 
will be home laughing. Laughing because 
you can't threaten us like we threaten 
you. 
111tt4(. &01 I,COO 	 tic f&c&t. ,tc, on.titi. 
And if you've ever owned her soul 
you will never be old enough 
to feel the waiting of her life 
to know the wishes unlived in her mind 
to hear the silent scream for all those ages 
that now rises unsilenced in her throat. 
You will never know her 
and she will take her freedom 
and be born. 
—Ronna Case 
To an unidentified man in a discussion 
with Business Administration students 
Q.: What degree of your feminist involvement do you attribute 
to lack of social success? Are you frustrated sexually? 
A.: Some men have asked me questions that are sincere; 
Yours is not, but I'll answer anyway. 
I've been "successful" in your terms, too long. 
I've been courted, dated, pursued, and conquered, 
Leered at, pawed at, propositioned, raped and married 
Not necessarily in that order and sometimes simultaneously. 
"Success" I found humiliating 
So I stopped being feminine 
And started being human. 
Don't pride yourself on originality, 
There's someone like you wherever Igo 
Who "knows" that all I need is a good lay (with him) 
And I'll sink with relieved sighs back into my role 
And his privileges will be safe again. For awhile. 
What is it that you fear? 
That we may be more than sexual things for you? 
That we may be seperate human beings, like you? 
You're right. I'm frustrated. 
If a black man spoke to you today 
And told of humiliation, of discrimination, 
Of blocks to opportunity and education, 
Of the anguish of imposed inferiority 
Would you assume he was angry 
Because he hadn't had any lately? 
I'm angry about equality 
About respect and human dignity 
Because I haven't had any. 
Not much at all. 
Reprinted from Thunder In The Sun, 
feminist songs and poems by Jody 
Aliesan,c. 1971. 
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Know thyself 
Women as a minority group 
BLACK PEOPLE 
1. 	 High social visibility 
Skin color 
(Sometimes)distinctive dress 
WOMEN 
secondary sex characteristics 
distinctive dress, skirts, etc. 
Ascribed Characteristics 
Inferior intelligence, smaller brain, scarcity of geniuses 	 a. 	 ditto 
More free in instinctual gratifications, 	 b. 	 ditto--irresponsible, inconsistent, 
more emotional, "primitive", childlike, 	 emotionally unstable, lacks strong 
imagined sexual prowess envied 	 super-ego, "temptress" 
common stereotype "inferior" 	 C. 	 ditto--weaker 
3. 	 Rationalization of Status 
Thought all right in his place 
Myth of the contented Negro 
Woman's place is in the home 
myth of contented woman--"feminine" woman 
(true woman) is happy in her subordinate role 
Marriage, an alluring trap 
"Chauvinists and leeches" 
By Anna Belle Sime 
After the downfall of the matriarchy, 
women have been brainwashed, 
exploited, oppressed, and treated as 
second-class citizens. 
Women have been constantly told to 
be passive, to attract males, to please and 
serve them, to subordinate to their will. 
This passivity crap, like a receptive female 
dog, has no place in modern society 
anymore. 
We can not blame men 100% for the 
present status of women. It is a 50-50 
thing. Many women on this campus and 
elsewhere are not doing anything or 
enough to change outdated, stinking 
traditions but are hanging on to tradition 
like hanging on to dear life because it 
offers them security . Let's face it. 
Tradition retards advancement. 
A løt of brain power is going to waste 
because many women do not realize their 
full potential; they just realize the full 
potential of their uterus. They would be 
better off without it than be made a 
victim of the species. 
The concept of marriage, a stupid and 
unnecessary license allowing the couple 
to rape each other and the whole bit, is 
nothing but legalized and romantized 
prostitution, the house slave staying at 
home wasting away her life and living a 
parasitic existence. In other words, she 
just sponges the guy. Being any man's 
janitor, third hand, or kisser of his gluteus 
maximus for the benefit of HIS success is 
not rewarding at all. Any relationship has 
to have an equal basis to it, otherwise it is 
nota relationship. It is what commonly is 
known as slavery. 
Marriage, and all the bull that goes 
with it, stinks. Get a taste of it and the 
bitterness of it will choke you to death, it 
will linger on. The honeymoon is 
romantized as being always a gratifying 
experience when actually the opposite 
would be closer to the truth. The  
conventional sex roles expected of each 
partner are simply nauseating, unfair, and 
rotten. The woman gives up her identity 
by taking on somebody else's name, 
residence, and sometimes religion. The 
man works his ass off to support a leech. 
Is this the kind of B.S. that turns you on? 
The structure of the family unit 
oppresses both partners in such a terrible 
and ugly way it is immoral to let it 
continue. Therefore, it should be changed 
completely or abolished altogether. 
To a lot of women a guy means a frec 
beer at the Cloverleaf and a free dinner at 
the Space Needle followed by a fre 
movie at the Cinerama. This is sickening 
To a lot of men a woman is a sex object 
a toy, a toilet, or a piece of furniture, 
something that he can have fun with at 
midnight and discard at dawn. This is 
plain sickening, too. Both men and 
women should see themselves as human 
beings, not as commodities for their own 
weaknesses. 
Any woman who is perfectly 
contented with the way things stand now 
has a crooked self-image, has no pride or 
self-respect, and is oppressing herself and 
others. The world would be better off 
without her. 
Any man who does not want women 
to have equal rights in EVERY respect 
(social, intellectual, economic, and 
sexual) is nothing but a selfish chauvinist 
who is possibly suffering from an 
inferiority complex, is unsure of himself 
and his precious masculinity, feels 
inadequate and threatened, and is deeply 
afraid of competition. He would be an 
excellent candidate for psychotherapy 
where he can learn to get his fragile ego 
shattered once in a while and meet some 
Leeches that agree with him. 
We must no longer tolerate 
pre-digested norms han.ded down to us by 
a male-dominated society with 
screwed-up myths that tell us everyday 
how we are supposed to be, behave, look, 
and think.  
society. You're probably a faculty, o' 
staff member, or a student. Because yogi 
have been successful in the academic 
world, because you've made it this far 
with perhaps little personal recoginitior 
of discrimination against women, you 
may feel that there is no discrimination, 
or worse, that you don't "mind" if there 
is. 
If this is the case, see if you can 
stomach the following quotations from 
intellectually reputed men: 
"The whole education of women 
ought to be relative to men. To please 
them, to be useful to them..." -- Jean 
Jacques Rousseau 
"Women should receive a higher 
education, not in order to become 
doctors, lawyers, or professors, but to 
rear their offspring to be valuable human 
beings." - -Alexis Carrel, Man The 
Unknown 
It would be preposterously naive to 
suggest that a B.A. can be made as 
attractive to girls as a marriage license. 
Dr. Grayson Kirk (former President, 
Columbia University) 
By Kaye ±iusche 
If you're a woman reading this issue 
chances are you are "educated" (or 
becoming so) by the standards of your 
Deferential manner 
Concealment of real feelings 
"Outwit white folk 
Careful study of points at which dominant group is 
susceptible no influence 
Fake appeals for directives, show of ignorance 
5 	 Discriminations 
Limitations on education, should fit "place" in society 	 a. ditto 
Confined to traditional jobs--barred from supervisory positions, Wtto 
their competitionfeared, no family precedents for new aspirations 
C. 	 Deprived of political importance 	 C. ditto 
More vulnerable to criticism 	 d. ditto 
Social and professional segregation 	 e. ditto 
6 	 Similar Problems 
Roles not clearly defined, but in flux as a result of social change. 
Conflict between achieved status and ascribed status. 
Accomodation Attitudes 
Supplicatory whining intonation of voice  
(From: Helen Hacker, Women As A 
Minority Group, based on Myrdal, An 
American Dilemma, Appendix IV on The 
Position of Women As Compared With 
Negroes) 
"The glory of a man is knowledge, but 
the glory of a women is to renounce 
knowledge." --Chinese proverb 
"Whenever a woman dies there is one 
quarrel less on earth." --German proverb 
Gloria Steinem grasped the trightening 
insight of remarks similar to these, and 
stated, "The first problem for all of us, 
men and women, is not to learn, but to 
unlearn. We are filled with the popular 
wisdom of several centuries just past, and 
we are terrified to give it up. Patriotism 
means obedience, age means wisdom, 
woman means submission, black means 
inferior: these are preconceptions 
imbedded so deeply in our thinking that 
we honestly may not know that they are 
there." 
rising inflection, smiles, laughs, 
downward glances 
flattering manner 
C. 	 ditto--feminine wiles 
outwit men folk 
ditto 
ditto--appearance of helplessness 
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Tiersias, who had been both man and 
woman, was asked, as Ovid's legend goes, 
to mediate in a dispute between Jove and 
Juno as to which sex got more pleasure 
from lovemaking. Tiresias unhesitatingly 
answered that women did. Yet in the 
intervening 2000 years between Ovid's 
time and our own, a mythology has been 
built up which not only holds the 
opposite to be true, but has made this 
belief an unswerving ideology dictating 
the quality of relations between the 
sexes. Women's sexuality, repressed and 
channeled, denied and abused until 
women themselves, thoroughly convinced 
of their sexual inferiority to men, would 
probably be dumbtounded to learn that 
there is scientific proof that Tiresias was 
indeed right. 
Clitoris or vagina? 
The myth was codified by Freud as 
much as anyone else. In Three Essays on 
the Theory of Sexuality, Freud 
formulated his basic ideas concerning 
feminine sexuality: for little girls, the 
leading erogenous zone in their bodies is 
the clitoris; in order for the transition to 
womanhood to be successful, the clitoris 
must abandon its sexual primacy to the 
vagina.Women in whom this transition has 
n o t b e e n complete remain 
clitorally-oriented or "sexually 
anaesthetic," and "psychosexually 
immature." In the context of Freud's 
total psychoanalytic view of women - 
that they are not whole human beings but 
mutilated males who long all their lives 
for a penis and must struggle to reconcile 
themselves to its lack - the requirement 
of a transfer of erotic sensation from 
clitoris to vagina became a prima facie 
case for their inevitable sexual inferiority. 
In Freud's logic, those who struggle to 
become what they are not must be 
inferior to that to which they aspire. 
Freud himself admitted near the end 
of his life that his knowledge of women 
was inadequate. "If you want to know 
more about femininity, you must 
interrogate your own experience, or turn 
to the poets, or wait until science can give 
you more profound and more coherent 
information," he said; he also hoped the 
female psychoanalysts who followed him 
would be able to find out more. But the 
post-Freudians adhered rigidly to the 
doctrine of the master, and, as with most 
of his work, what Freud hoped would be 
taken as a thesis for future study became 
instead a kind of canon law. 
While the neo-Freudians haggled over 
the correct reading o 
 he Freudian bible, 
watered-down Freuci nism was wending 
its way into the cultural mythology via 
Broadway plays, novels, popular 
magazines, social scientists, marriage 
counselors and experts of various kinds 
tho found it useful in projecting desired 
inwges of woman. The superiority of the 
vaginal over the clitoral orgasm was 
particularly useful as a theory, since it 
provided a convenient basis for 
categorization: clitoral women were 
deemed immature, neurotic, bitchy and 
masculine; women who had vaginal 
orgasms were maternal, feminine, mature  
and normal. Though frigidity should 
technically be defined as total inability to 
achieve orgasm, the orthodox Freudians 
(and pseudo-Freudians) preferred to 
define it as inability to achieve vaginal 
orgasm by which definition, in 1944, 
Edmond Bergler adjudged between 70 
and 80 per cent of all women frigid. The 
clitoral vs. vaginal debate raged hot and 
heavy among the sexologists - Kinsey's 
writings stresses the importance of the 
clitoris to female orgasm and 
contradicted Bergler's statistics - but it 
became clear that there was something 
indispensable to society in the Freudian 
view which allowed it to remain 
unchallenged in the public consciousness. 
In 1966, Dr. William H. Masters and 
Mrs. Virginia E. Johnson published 
Human Sexual Response, a massive 
clinical study of the physiology of sex. 
Briefly and simply, the Masters and 
Johnson conclusions about the female 
orgasm, based on observation of and 
interviews with 487 women, were these: 
That the dichotomy of vaginal and 
clitoral orgasm is entirely false. 
Anatomically, all orgasms are centred in 
the clitoris, whether they result from 
direct manual pressure applied to the 
clitoris, indirect pressure resulting from 
the thrusting of the penis during 
intercourse, or generalized sexual 
stimulation of other erogenous zones like 
the breasts. 
That women are naturally 
multiorgasmic; that is, if a woman is 
immediately stimulated following orgasm, 
she is likely to experience several orgasms 
in rapid succession. This is not an 
exceptional occurrence, but one of which 
most women are capable. 
That while women's orgasms do not 
vary in kind, they vary in i:tensity. The 
most intense orgasms experienced by the 
research subjects were by masturbatory 
manual stimulation, followed in intensity 
by manual stimulation by the partner; the 
least intense orgasms were experienced 
during intercourse. 
that there is an "infinite variety in 
female sexual response" as regards 
intensity and duration of orgasms. 
Revolutionary findings 
To anyone acquainted with the body 
of existing knowledge of feminine 
sexuality, the Masters and Johnson 
findings were truly revolutionary and 
liberating in the extent to which they 
demolished existing myths. Yet two years 
after the study was published, it seems 
hardly to have made any impact at all. 
Certainly it is not for lack of information 
that the myths persist; Human Sexual 
Response, despite its weighty scientific 
language, was an immediate best seller, 
and popular paperbacks explicated it to 
millions of people in simpler language and 
at a cheaper price. The myths remain 
because a male-dominated American 
culture has a vested interest in their 
continuance. 
Before Masters and Johnson, men 
defined feminine sexuality in a way as 
favorable to themselves as possible. If 
woman's pleasure was obtained through  
the vagina, then she was totally 
dependent on the man's erect penis to 
achieve orgasm; she would receive her 
satisfation only as a concomitant of 
man's seeking his.. With the clitoral 
orgasm, woman's sexual pleasure was 
independent of the male's, and she could 
seek her satisfaction as aggressively as the 
man sought his, a prospect which didn't 
appeal to too many men. The definition 
of feminine sexuality as normally vaginal, 
in other words, was a part of keeping 
women down, of making them sexually as 
well as economically, socially and 
politically subservient. 
Adolescent boys growing up begging 
for sexual crumbs from girls frightened 
for their "reputations" - a situation that 
remains unchanged to this day - hardly 
constitutes the vanguard of a sexual 
revolution. However, the marriage manual 
craze that followed Kinsey assumed That 
a lifetime of psychological destruction 
could, with the aid of a little booklet, be 
abandoned after marriage, and that 
husband and wife should be able to make 
sure that the wife was not robbed of her 
sexual birthright to orgasm, just so long 
as it was vaginal (though the marriage 
manuals did rather reluctantly admit that 
since the clitoris was the most sexually 
sensitive organ in the female body, a little 
clitoral stimulation was in order), and 
their orgasms were simultaneous. 
Restraint from the manuals 
The effect of the marriage manuals of 
course ran counter to their ostensible 
purpose. Under the guise of frankness and 
sexual liberation, they dictated prudery 
and restraint. Sex was made so 
mechanized, detached and intellectual 
that it was robbed of its sensuality. Man 
beôame a spectator of his own sexual 
experience. And the marriage manuals 
put new pressure on women to perform. 
The marriage manual's endorsement of 
the desirability of vaginal orgasm insure 
that women would be asked not only, 
"Did you come?" but also, "Did you 
conform to Freud's conception of a 
psychosexually mature woman, and 
thereby validate my masculinity?" 
Appearance notwithstanding, the 
age-old taboos against conversation about 
personal sexual experience haven't yet 
been broken down. This reticence has 
allowed the mind-manipulators of the 
media to create myths of sexual 
supermen and superwomen. So the bed 
becomes a competitive arena, where men 
and women measure themselves against 
these mythical rivals, while 
simultaneously trying to live up the 
ecstasies promised them by the marriage 
manuals and the fantasies of the media 
("If the earth doesn't move for me, I 
must be MISSING something"). Our 
society has made sex a sport, with its 
record-breakers, its judges, its rules and 
its spectators. 
As anthropologists have shown, 
woman's sexual response is culturally 
conditioned; historically, women defer to 
whatever model of their sexuality is 
offered them by men. So the sad thing 
By SUSAN LYDON, Ramparts 
for itat they have participated 
in the destruction of their own eroticism. 
Women have helped make the vaginal 
orgasm into a status symbol in a 
male-dictated system of values. A woman 
would now perceive her preference for 
clitoral orgasm as a "secret shame," 
ignominious in the eyes of ,other women 
as well as those of men. This 
internalization can be seen in literature: 
Mary McCarthy's and Doris Lessings's 
writings on orgasm do not differ 
substantially from Ernest Hemingway's, 
and Simone de Beauvoir, in The Second 
Sex, refers to the vaginal orgasm as the 
only "normal satisfaction." 
Implications for liberation 
One factor that has made this possible 
is that female sexuality is subtle and 
delicate, conditioned as much by the 
emotions as by physiology and sociology. 
Masters and Johnson proved that the 
orgasm experienced during intercourse, 
the misnamed vaginal organism, did not 
differ anatomically from the clitoral 
orgasm. But this should not be seen as 
their most significant contribution to the 
sexual emancipation of women. A 
difference remains in the subjective 
experience of orgasm during intercourse 
and apart from intercourse. In the 
complex of emotional factors affecting 
feminine sexuality, there is a whole 
panoply of pleasures: the pleasure of 
being penetrated and filled by a man, the 
pleasure of sexual communication, the 
pleasure of affording a man his orgasm, 
the erotic pleasure that exists even when 
sex is not terminated by orgasmic release. 
Masters and Johnson's real contribution 
was to show this "infinite variety in 
female sexual response;" that one 
experience is not better than another, but 
merely different. 
There is no doubt that Masters and 
Johnson were fully aware of the 
implications of their study to the sexual 
liberation of women. As they wrote, 
"With orgasmic physiology established, 
the human female now has an undeniable 
opportunity to develop realistically her 
own sexual response levels." Two years 
later this statement seems naive and 
entirely too optimistic. Certainly the 
sexual problems of our society will never 
be solved until there is real and unfeigned 
equality between men and women. This 
idea is usually misconstrued: sexual 
liberation for women is wrongly 
understood to mean that women will 
adopt all the forms of masculine 
sexuality. As in the whole issue of 
women's liberations, that's really not the 
point. Women don't aspire to imitate the 
mistakes of men in sexual matters, to 
view sexual experiences as conquest and 
ego-enhancement, to use other people to • 
serve their own ends. But if the Masters 
and Johnson material is allowed to filter 
into the public consciousness, hopefully 
to replace the enshrined Freudian myths, C-
then woman at long last will be allowed 
to take the first step toward her 
emancipation: to define and enjoy the 
forms of her own sexuality. 
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These illustrations are from the non-sexist bibliography Little 
Miss Muffet Fights Back compiled by the Feminists on Children's 
Media, a collective of people interested in upgrading the portrayal 
of qfrls and women in children's literature. 
from Jellybeans for Breakfast 
GIRLS COOK, BOYS RUN 
-a 
LITTLE 
Miss MUFFET 
Fiqhrs Bnck 
Boys do and girls are. 
This is how boys and girls are generally 
portrayed in children's books, UBC 
psychology student Linda Barth told the 
women's studies meeting Tuesday night. 
"Generally little girls in picture books 
are passive and subdued. They walk, read 
and dream but they do not climb on 
fences and ride bicycles," said Harth to 
the more than 600 participants in the 
Canadian Woman: Our Story program. 
"Girls have emotions: they get angry, 
they disagree, they smile, they want to 
please. 
"But they do not act," she said in her 
discussion of children's media. 
"A little girl would not be misreading 
if she concluded that it seems that boys 
do most of the recognized childhood 
activities in books." 
"Girls are encouraged to forego the 
accepted childhood abandon and zest, to 
be quiet and demure, to cultivate the 
charms and wiles that will later catch 
them a good husband," said Harth. 
She said a song sung on the television 
children's program Sesame Street makes 
this difference fairly clear. 
Girls help mother cook and sew, play 
with dolls, wear bows in their hair and 
can be beautiful. 
Boys run and jump and never fall, 
throw a ball, grow six feet tall, make mud 
pies and get covered with mess. 
"Women have internalized the 
standards of femininity that have been 
unquestionably lauded for centuries, as a 
result they are often as guilty, if not more 
so, as men of male chauvinism. 
"In Women—A Journal of Liberation 
Leah Heyn notes that many of the writers 
of children's books are women with 
families, who, in addition to their 
domestic roles, must also take their roles 
as writers or artists seriously," said Harth. 
"Yet their feminine characters are 
overwhelmingly portrayed in domestic 
and maternal roles." 
Barth said that by looking at books 
recommended by local libraries, one 
discovers that male figures outnumber 
females at least three to one. 
She said there are two separate 
patterns to fairy tales, fantasies and folk 
tales. 
"One trend is exemplified by such 
stories as Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, 
Snow White; in all these tales the main 
female character is of unmatched beauty 
and impeccable virtue. 
"Because of these qualities, she is 
singled out for a special fate - discovery 
by some high- placed male and marriage 
to him. 
"Men in these stories are never 
misogynists, only women are the enemies 
of the heroine. The concept of 
community and friendship among women 
is completely lacking," said Harth. 
She said the second pattern is basically 
the same as the first; the heroines are 
good and beautiful but also bold and 
daring. 
"The inspiration of their trials, quest 
and adventures is some prince who has 
been bewitched by an evil woman, is 
returned to natural life by the girl and is 
dependent upon her as proof of love. 
"Goodness and virtue in fairy tale 
women boil down to a tremendous 
capacity for self-sacrifice and 
martyrdom." 
Harth then talked about school books, 
using a report prepared by a group of 
Vancouver teachers. 
She said readers for the first two 
grades concentrated on the family and 
family activities of what a mother is and 
does and what a father is and does. 
Mother is usually pictured in the 
home, available if the children need her, 
unless of course they want her to play 
with them. said Harth. 
"Father on the other hand is always 
seen playing with the children or taking 
them on outings, while mother stays at 
home. 
"This image of the father has been 
foisted upon us by Dr. Spock and other 
so called child- rearing experts in the past 
30 years. 
"They emphasized paternal 
participation in the child's socialization, 
but somehow this was not conceived in 
terms of, diaper washing, toilet training 
or discipline. 
"Instead, fathers become weekend pah 
or bantam baseball coaches." 
Harth said Sesame Street again 
exaggerated the dichotomy of sex roles to 
almost absurd degree. 
Longslocking  
"Gordon and susan are a married 
couple living on Sesame Street. Susan is 
cheerful and almost always bustling 
around the kitchen making things 'for 
Gordon', carrying out the trash, going to 
the store and addressing all and sundry as 
'dear'." 
In contrast, Gordon does not appear 
to have a job, rather, he is usually seen 
sitting in a chair or on the steps, reading a 
newspaper, talking with children, telling 
them stories and demonstrating new 
concepts," said Harth. 
She concluded her lecture with a 
discussion of alternatives to sexist 
literature. 
"To begin with, pressure must be put 
on school boards to scrap the insulting 
readers and texts now in use and adopt 
those which show females in a more 
favorable and realistic light." 
Bibliographies such as the one handed 
out at the lecture, Miss Muffett Fights 
Back, must be made known to to 
teachers, librarians and parents, said 
Barth. 
"The most important remedy for the 
state of children's literature is to begin 
writing new books and books by 
Canadians for Canadians in particular." 
She talked about a group called the 
Children's Liberation Workshop which 
operates out of New York. 
It is a group of women who are 
already producing their own books that 
"reflect the values that are needed to 
create a communal society." - 
"Books from othercountrieslike China 
may serve as a model, although some are 
quite martial. They present girls and boys 
interacting on an equal basis. 
"The last solution that I have 
considered is allowing children to write 
By Desera Towle 
Yes, I believe in women's liberation. 
But the moment I mention this belief to 
others I am immediately slapped into the 
stereotype of "one of those," a women's 
"libber." Just exactly what "one of 
those" is has never fully been explained 
to me. I can imagine the pictures which 
are conjured up in people's minds of a 
footstomping, manhating bitch. I do not 
classify myself or any of the women 
involved in the women's liberation group 
at UPS in that category. It is a personal 
insult to be looked upon in that manner. 
I never thought of myself as a member 
of women's liberation. It has always been 
stressed in my family that I was an 
individual capable of making decisions 
for myself and of being responsible for 
my own actions. I saw my mother work 
very industriously to provide for my 
sister and me. She shared her experiences 
with us and whatever decisions were 
made concerning the whole family, were 
made by the three of us together. 
These events have been crystallizing in 
my mind. I was raised to respect my own 
integrity and the integrity of others. But 
many people cry out and exclaim, "What 
right do you have to disrupt the lives of 
women who are happy and content with 
their role of wife, mother, and daughter." 
My only answer is that I want people to 
realize that they have a choice in their 
lives. Ignorance does not mean that the 
woman is content in her role, only that 
she has some security and protection in 
it. She does not have to produce any 
effort beyond routine responsibilities of 
home and family. She is not called upon 
to use her individual powers to contribute 
to "a man's world." 
Many women have successfully 
combined marriage and a career to fulfill 
their own needs to achieve and 
participate in a world of greater scope 
than the kitchen sink and a mound of 
diapers. It is when people refer to 
womens liberation as being anti-marriage 
that my blood begins to boil. Women's 
lberation strives to equalize the sexes in 
our society. If it sometimes appears 
threatening to women and men, it is 
because change is frightening. 
I readily admit that many times it 
would be easier to keep my mouth shut 
and smile sweetly, but that would not be  
their own books, select them and make 
their own judgements for them," said 
Harth. 
She cited several examples of books of 
this nature. One is a trilogy by a 
nine-year-old boy, William Robson, who 
typed, bound and illustrated his books 
himself. 
"Considering the state of affairs we 
have seen created by adult writers of 
children's books, I am convinced that 
letting children have a try could do 
nothing but improve the situation." 
facing the facts, nor would it help other 
women. It is difficult to stand up for 
what I believe in when others are 
shouting or laughing at me, but the 
effect has been to make me believe more 
in the cause of women's liberation. 
Just exactly what I believe in is 
summed up in the following lines. 
I believe in my right to be treated with 
respect and as an individual. 
Women are entitled to equal pay. 
Women have intelligence that should not 
be mocked or channeled into "feminine" 
work. I believe that a career is an 
investment in a person's lifetime 
happiness, and that women should be 
unafraid of using their capabilities to 
realize their potential. 
A woman must have the privilege of 
determining the number of children she 
wants to bear. Women and men should 
share more equally their responsibilities 
in the family. A woman can be creative 
and active and still be a good wife and 
mother. 
The thoughts listed above are relative 
only to me. Each person has to establish 
her own standards concerning women's 
liberation which is actually self liberation. 
Finally, I want to diminish the myth that 
women are trying to become men. That is 
ridiculous. When people rid themselves of 
many of the unnecessary stereotypes 
about women, then people will be able to 
enjoy a fuller and more enriched life. 
I WANT PEOPLE 
TO HAVE A CHOICE 
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Black women's liberation, 
movement for old, young 
/ 
/ g/P 
"The media's interpretation of the 
Women's Liberation Movement is 
illustrated by well-known white women 
celebrities on talk shows, who identify 
themselves as women but have no 
political format. All they are saying is 'we 
want access to this or that,' with no 
definite plans. 
"Black women have been left out of 
the news media's Women's Liberation 
Movement. 
"The Black women cannot identify 
with white women's liberational 
concepts." 
"White 	 women 	 spend 	 time 
denouncing white male chauvinism but 
have refused to get serious, and go for his 
throat and take their liberation." Cade 
said. 
"Black women identify themselves as 
an organization, generating power for the 
total Black movement that happens to be 
made up of black women." 
"The black women are demanding to 
be considered as a co-operative partner 
with the black men in the struggle for 
liberation. They're attempting to 
strengthen the family system, because it's 
a strong political cell," she said. 
"Black Women's Liberation is a 
movement of old and young who have 
stepped back to learn how to organize 
workshops to get clear where the hell 
we're going and why. They're researching 
to develop skills and exploring their 
contributions to past history." 
According to Toni Cade, this is the 
direction of the Black Women's 
Liberation Movement a struggle of black 
men and women for liberation, as one. 
Reprinted from U of W DAILY 
Birth control, 
century of struggle 
(1883-1971) 
by Desera Towle 
Childbearing has left untold scars on 
many women in both the United States 
and other countries. Children have been 
born into families of ill health, hunger, 
and overly crowded conditions. Both the 
women and children have suffered 
because of inadequate birth control 
methods or simply the pure abhorrence 
of the thought of "voluntary 
motherhood". 
The fight for women to determine the 
number of children they feel prepared to 
bear and raise encompasses the broad 
range of moral ethics. it conflicts with 
the church, society's view of 
motherhood, 	 personal 	 relationships, 
existing laws and even with science itself. 
This is 1971 and our population is 
mushrooming. Starvation faces hundreds 
of young babies and children throughout 
the world. Large families are not the 
necessity now as they once were to 
maintain a family's income. But attitudes 
of people are difficult to change, even 
when millions of unwanted births could 
be prevented. Family Planning and 
Planned Parenthood are making great 
strides in helping people plan the number 
of children they are able to support. 
Margaret Higgins Sanger stands forth 
as one of the earliest supporters of a 
woman's right to "voluntary 
motherhood". 
"Margaret Higgins [Sanger] was born 
in 1883, the same year the Northern 
Pacific Railroad celebrated its 'last spike' 
ceremony at Gold Creek, Montana, the 
same year the diaphragm was being 
perfected in Germany." 
In Motherhood in Bondage, Sanger 
published a letter from a mother who was 
not allowed her right of "voluntary 
motherhood": 
"I have so many times asked many 
doctors for help, only to be kicked out of 
their offices. When I went with my last 
baby my whole body swelled up, I was so 
fat I could hardly drag my legs with me. I 
dragged myself to my doctor's office and 
asked and with tears begged him to help 
me ... He said he would give me a good 
licking till I was black and blue if I ever 
dared myself to ask him such questions 
again. Now isn't there some way to 
control the birth so I could at least cast 
aside this suffering and fear and win my 
way back to myself again or must I go on 
lile this always and mychildren after me?" 
Margaret Sanger is gone, but the fight 
and the necessity of birth control 
continues. Cities are opening Family 
Planning Clinics. A few college health 
services are dispensing birth control 
supplies. Still the Catholic Church is 
against any artificial means of preventing 
births. The social norms are many times 
horrified that unmarried women are using 
any of the contraceptives available. If 
women and men accept the joint 
responsibility of children, more women 
will be freed of unnecessary births and 
will contribute to a fuller capacity in the 
world. 
55111 class 
to increase 
awareness 
among women 
An introductOry course in Women's 
Studies, "Women in American Society" 
(SSJ 11) is being offered Spring term at 
2:00 p.m. Graduate student Chris Smith, 
along with Kathy Kegel, Assistant Dean 
for Students, will be planning the course, 
preparing lectures and coordinating 
visiting lecturers. Chris wrote the 
following letter to members of the newly 
established Interdisciplinary Committee, 
in response to questions about her plans 
for the course. 
Dear Friends, 
Last week you asked Cathy and me to 
thap out our plans for the Women in 
American Society course. My immediate 
reaction was that it was impossible to do 
that at this time. It was, in fact, even 
contradictory to our stated intention of 
doing precisely that during Winterim. 
During the week I've been collecting 
some ideas for a French paperand found 
that those ideas were leading me right 
into defining a plan of study for Social 
Science 111. 
I am convinced that education is a 
search for meaning in life and that an 
intrinsic part of that search involves a 
defining, getting in touch with, and 
understanding one's own self or person. 
In my opinion, learning skills meet a goal 
that one has established even temporarily 
as being important. True education, 
however, can never realize a goal since no 
one has really agreed about the reward 
for having found meaning in life. 
Succinctly put then, education is a 
process, while learning skills are ends in 
themselves. Sometimes skills are part of 
that process I call education. 
Therefore, I think that what I've 
learned about myself will be instrumental 
in organizing "Women in American 
Society." In this way I see this particular 
class as being more a process than a goal-
oriented project. People may bring a 
special skill to the class, or they may 
develop one during its existence, but that 
is not our aim. Rather, what I hope is 
that people learn something about 
themselves: women specifically in terms 
of their socialization through history, 
psychology, literature, etc; and men in 
terms of their relationship to and with 
women. 
I know, personally, that I will do what 
is necessary to gain an understanding I 
need. Therefore, I would like to draw 
attention to those ways I think people 
can gain some understanding of women in 
American society in this class. Sometimes 
is will happen in structured ways, i.e. 
lectures and specific readings; sometimes 
in semi-structured ways, i.e. films, 
discussions of readings and papers 
written in whatever form is deemed 
beneficial to clarify thoughts. Other times 
this process may take the form of 
open-ended rap sessions in class and out 
of class with friends. There is one last 
way I feel that understanding is gained. It 
is perhaps the least structured and most 
important of all. It is in the rambling of 
our minds and the echoes of our brains 
that set up such a roar so to enable us one 
day to speak our minds and reveal our 
realizations to others. This last way may 
happen long after a class has occurred-
not because evaluative techniques didn't 
force it sooner, but because the brain 
assimilates new information all the time 
and sometimes it has to get rid of the old 
before it can consider the new. 
Sincerely, 
Chris 
11/21/7 1 
by Mr. Charlie 
Where does the black woman fit into 
the Women's Liberation Movement? 
That was the basis of an eye opening 
speech by Toni Cade, dynamic lecturer 
on the Black Women's Liberation 
Movement. 
The black women's struggle for 
liberation, said Toni Cade, is not a new 
phenomenon. 
Black women have always had to fight 
a long guarded tradition of hordes of 
white men swarming into the black 
community ripping off black women, and 
against the long tradition of white women 
kidnapping black babies, she said. 
"The causes then," went on sister 
Cade, "are still the impulses for 
organizing today." 
Black wDmen, who have been victims 
of the stereotype as a Super Amazon 
figure, a prostitute wearing a bright red 
dress or a domineering bitch, are taking 
the responsibility of changing this 
erroneous image into their own hands. 
"But the change of image does not 
change the circumstances of the 
struggle," continued Cade, "you have to 
change some minds—people's way of 
thinking." 
She went on to explain that women 
have to organize to protect their own self 
interest. 
"What does it mean to give up 
protector's rights and put yourself in 
someone else's hands? This is very strange 
thinking,"she continued. 
When we define the Women's 
Liberation Movement, and the black 
women's liberation, we are talking about 
two separate struggles," said Toni Cade 
and she outlined why. 
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HURT MANY WOMEN 
40 
A0   INN\ 
WOMANPOWER- 
A NATIONAL RESOURCE 
By Carol Richards 
Several weeks ago, Desera Towle and I 
were invited by the School of Education 
director Ernest DeRocher to talk long 
distance to members of the Department 
of Labor's Women's Bureau, in 
Washington D. C. Mary Kramer, Branch 
Chief of Labor Force Research (O.E.O.), 
Ruth Shinn, Labor Law Branch Chief, 
and Marguerite Gilmore, Chief of Staff 
Division, discussed the economic plight of 
women. 
The following excerpts from Women's 
Bureau publications reveal the grounds 
for concern about unequal pay and job 
opportunity limitations for women: 
More than 31.5 million women are in 
the labor force today. The decisions of 
individual women to seek employment 
outside the home are usually based on 
economic reasons. Most women in the 
labor force work because they or their 
families need the money they can 
earn--some work to raise family living 
standards above the level of poverty or 
deprivation; others to help meet rising 
costs of food, education for their  
children, medical care, and the like. The 
majority of women do not have the 
option of working solely for personal 
fulfillment. 
Millions of the women who were in 
the labor force in March 1970, worked to 
support themselves or others. This was 
true of most of the 7 million single 
women workers. Nearly all the 5.9 
million women workers who were 
widowed, divorced, or separated from 
their husbands-- particularly the women 
who were also raising children--were 
working for compelling economic 
reasons. In addition, the 4.4 million 
married women workers whose husbands 
had incomes of less then $5,000 in 1969 
almost certainly worked because of 
economic need. Finally, about 3.4 million 
women would be added if we take into 
account those women whose husbands 
had incomes between $5,000 and 
$7,000-niost of these husbands had 
incomes below the $6,960 estimated by 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics for a low 
standard of living for an urban family of 
four. 
Yet, a comparison of the median wage 
or salary incomes of women and men 
who work at full-time job.s the year round 
reveals that those of women are 
considerably less than those of men. In 
1969 women's median earnings of $4,977 
were 60% of the $8,227 received by men. 
Another measure of the gap in the 
earnings of women and men full-time 
year-round workers is a distribution of 
these workers by earnings levels. For 
example, 14% of the women but only 6% 
of the men earned less that $3,000 in 
1969. Moreover, 51% of the women but 
only 16% of the men earned less than 
$5,000. At the upper end of the scale, 
only 5% of the women but 35% of the 
men had earnings of $10,000 or more. 
The gap in earnings varies by major 
occupation group. It is largest for sales 
workers (women earn only 41% of what 
men earn) and smallest for clerical 
workers and professional and technical  
workers (women earn 65% of what men 
earn). 
The educational background of a 
worker often determines not only the 
type of work but also the level of job 
within an occupation for which he or she 
can qualify. However, a comparison of 
the incomes of fully employed women 
and men workers by educational 
attainment reveals that women earn 
substantially less than men who have the 
same amount of education. Among 
workers who had completed grade school 
or 1 to 3 years of high school, women's 
incomes in 1969 were only 56% of men's. 
Among those who had 5 years or more of 
college, the proportion was 67%. 
The pattern of earnings in instirutions 
of higher education provides a relevant 
illustration. In these institutions in 
1965-66 (the latest data available), 
women full professors had a median 
salary of only $11,649 as compared with 
$12,768 for men. Comparable differences 
were found between the salaries of 
women and men associate professors, 
assistant professors, and instructors. 
Median salaries of women scientists n 
1968 were from $1,700 to $4,500 less 
than those of all scientists in their 
respective fields. The greatest gap was in 
the field of chemistry, where the median 
annual salary of women was $9,000 as 
compared with $13,500 for all chemists. 
Federal legislation guaranteeing equal 
pay or prohibiting sex discrimination in 
private employment or on Government 
contracts has not been enough to date to 
close the gap between the earnings of 
women and men. In addition to 
enforcement of these laws, it is also 
imperative for employers to review their 
recruitment, on-the-job training, and 
promotion policies to give well-qualified 
women the opportunity to move into 
more of the better paying jobs than they 
now hold. 
Half of the women and girls now in 
public vocational programs are being 
trained in home economics; about 
Sit down Mrs. ionei 
'd like t.ask D(4 
Cew qtiestfon. 
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e,n? Avt jou f q
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people! 
CHART G.—STARTING SALARIES OF COLLEGE GRADUATES ARE LOWER 
FOR WOMEN THAN FOR MEN 
[Average Monthly Starting Salaries of Women and Men With Bachelor's Degrees, 1910) 
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CHART A.-MOST WOMEN WORK BECAUSE OF ECONOMIC NEED 
(Women With Work Experience in 1968) 
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Women may fifle charges 
of sex-discrimination 
one-third are studying office practices. 
Very few are being prepared for trades 
and industry, health occupations, or 
technical jobs. YET OPPORTUNITIES 
IN THESE AREAS ARE OPENING FOR 
WOMEN. New kinds of education and 
training experiences, especially for the 
non-college-bound, would expand their 
options and better prepare them for an 
increasingly technological world. 
Women and girls consistently have 
been channeled into jobs by the 
preparation they have received in the 
schools and by the expectations of the 
community. However, jobs, with 
extremely rare exceptions, are sexless. 
Women were found in all of the 479 
occupations listed in the 1960 decennial 
census. Tradition rather than job content 
has led to labeling certain jobs as 
women's and others as men's. For 
example, although few women work as 
engineers, studies show that two-thirds as 
many girls as boys have an aptitude for 
this kind of work. 
The barriers are still high against 
employing women in professions other 
than those traditionally associated with a 
false and limited conception of 
womanhood, and many of the myths 
regarding women's abilities still prevail. If you believe that you have been discriminated against in an employment 
situation on the basis of sex, you may 
file a charge with the Commission. 
In most cases, a charge must be filed 
with the EEOC within a specific time 
after the discriminatory act took Dlace. 
IT IS THEREFORE IMPORTANT TO 
FILE YOUR CHARGE AS soON AS 
POSSIBLE. 
Keep in mind that it is unlawful for 
any employer, employment agency or 
labor organization to punish you because 
you have filed charges or spoken out 
against any employment practices made 
unlawful by Title VII. 
Instructions, charge forms and legal 
advice are available at Seattle Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission, 
705 Second St., 442-0968. 
After receiving your cnarge, the 
Commission will review the facts and 
contac. you either by mail or phone to  
advise you of the action it will take on 
your complaint. In certain states 
[including Washington state] with fair 
employment practice laws that ban sex 
discrimination in employment, EEOC will 
defer investigation of sex discrimination 
charges to the state agency for a 
minumum of 60 days. 
There are no women on the University Council. Women are 8% 
of the Faculty Senate and 26% of the faculty. Women 
constitute 43% of the undergraduates at UPS and 45% of the 
graduate students. Women hold 30% of the voting membership 
of Central Board. 
"It is generally assumed that with increased skills and increased education the 
income differentials between women and men disappear. Yet an examination of some 
highly skilled professions shows the contrary. Chemical and Engineering News did a 
study of chemists' salaries in the fall of 1968, which showed that . . women with 
Ph.D's made less than men with only B.A.'s." "James J. White recently conducted an 
analysis of every woman graduate from a law school in the last ten years compared 
with a similar male group . . . the figures still showed that a year after graduation the 
average man earned 20% more than a woman lawyer, and ten years later he earned 
200% more." 
—Reprinted from Joreen's "51 Minority Group" in the anthology Sisterhood is 
Powerful. 
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Arts and Entertainment 
(UPSNB) The Puget Sound Symphonic Band and 
Wind Ensemble presented its first concert on Thursday, 
Dec. 2, at 8:15 p.m. in the Little Theater Auditorium at 
Tacoma Community College. 
The newly formed ensemble consists of 60 
members, including band directors from local public 
schools, members of the Tacoma Symphony Orchestra and 
the Tacoma Youth Symphony, and musicians from the 
University of Puget Sound. Robert Musser, assistant 
professor of music at UPS, is conductor and musical 
director for the group. 
The ensemble performed "Trittico" by Valco 
Nellybel; "Irish Tune From County Derry" and 
"Children's March 'Over the Hills and Far Away" by 
Percy Grainger; "Overtime For Band" by Felix 
Mendelssohn; "Old Wine in New Bottles" by Gordon 
Jacob; "Facade Suite" by William Walton; and 
"Symphony Number Six For Band" by Vincent 
Persichetti. 
(UPS N B) The University of Washington 
Department of PhiLosophy and the UW chapter of the 
American Civil Liberties Union will sponsor a double 
concert featuring "It's a Beautiful Day" and"Taj Mahal" 
on Saturday, Dec. 4, at 8 p.m. in Hec Edmundson Pavilion 
on the UW campus. 
Tickets are $5 and may be obtained through the 
Associated Student Body Office at the University of Puget 
Sound. Proceeds from the five-hour concert will benefit 
the ACLU. 
The WHO, one of the most popular rock groups on 
the contemporary music scene, appears for a one-night 
concert December 15 at 8:30 p.m. in the Seattle Center 
Coliseum. 
Peter Townshend on lead guitar, Roger Daltrey as 
lead vocalist, and bass guitarist John Entwistle are the 
WHO. The British rock trio emerged this past year as 
probably the finest live group in the world . . . realizing its 
full potential in the double album "Tommy" which was 
accepted in many quarters as superior to "Sergeant 
Pepper." 
Tickets for the one-night concert, presented by 
Northwest Releasing, are available at the Bon Marche 
Ticket Office. 
Tacoma Community College is presenting a day 
and evening of rock, folk, blues, and many mixtures in 
between. It all starts at 12 noon in their Little Theatre on 
Friday, Dec. 3, today. 
"LTD", with sounds of the Moody Blues, Bread, 
Crosby, Stills, and Nash, and their own music, share the 
afternoon with Rocking Horse, one of the finest electric 
groups in the Northwest. 
The concert will end at 2 or 3. 
The music picks up again in building 15-8 with 
Sounds of the Northwest at 8:00 tonight featuring: LTD, 
Steve Hutchins, Joe Goral (of New York & UPS), Wayne 
Erbsen and his magic fiddle, Doug Holloway, Gary Payn 
and 4 Way Hit. 
There will be many more performers, as the show 
usually goes until about 3 a.m. Your host will be Barry 
Sheridan. 
The afternoon show is free, and the evening show 
is $.75 with free coffee. 
So, if you're looking for good music and a together 
evening, come to TCC today and tonight. Relax. Crash. 
Lay back. BE! 
RICHIE HAVENS, one of the most significant 
single performers on the contemporary music scene, 
appears for a one-night concert Sunday, December 12 at 
8:00 p.m. in the Paramount Theatre. 
Tickets for the concert, presented by Northwest 
Releasing, are available at the Bon Marche Ticket Office. 
Drama professor Rick Tutor strangles student Becky 
Stanley in the current University Theatre production, 
"The Physicists." The play is directed by Sidney McLain, 
new addition to the UPS speech and drama department. 
Handel's Messiah will be presented Sunday, Dec. 
12 in the Seattle Center Opera House at 3:00 p.m. 
Leanord Moore will be directing the Seattle 
Chorale with the Seattle Symphony Orchestra in 
accompaniment. 
Tickets are available at the Bon Marche or by mail 
from 5710 43rd Ave. N.E., Seattle, Washington, 98105. 
Phone LA3-0241. 
Students can purchase season tickets for $5.50. 
That includes a Feb. 4 and 6 production of Dave Brubeck's 
"The Gates of Justice" with R. Vaughan Williams "Mass in 
G," and an April 16 production of the Play of Daniel. 
Friday at Four this week presents Rick Eshleman, 
a ballad and country singer from Palo Alto. 
Rick presents what is probably one of the finest 
examples of sustained note playing on the west coast. 
UPS student Joe Coral will back to supplement the 
program. 
The Proctor House Restaurant 
Breakfast - 	 Lunch 	 - Dinner 
2514 No. Proctor 5K 2-7055 
STUDENT SPECIALS 
SANDWICHES 
Ruebens Hamburgers 
Monte Cristo's Chili-Burgers 
French Dips Cube Steak 
Hash Browns French Fries 
Milk Shakes 	 - 	 Cold Drinks 
Hours 	 ..... 9:00 AM to 7:45 PM 
Farley's 
Flowers 
"Flowers for every 
occasion" 
1620 - 6th Ave. 
MA 7-7161 
"DOWN AT 
THE HEELS?" 
SEE 
Proctor 
SHOE REPAIR 
3817 1/2 North 26th 
NOTE NEW TIMES: 
Fri.-Sat.-SUfl. 7&9 pm. 
A superb Comedy-Drama 
ALAN BATES 
in 
"KING OF 
HEARTS" 
JESUS! 
ONE WAY 
THE 
GREATEST STORY 
EVER TOLD 
"CRY UNCLE" 
gets to the 
bottom of things... 
and They're learning fast.. 
THE 
STUDENT NURSE5 
G MONThI 
L!J 	 HURRY! 
In Everyone's Life 
There's A 
"SUMMER OF 
'42" 
From the National 
Best Seller 
MIKE NICHOLS 
JACK NICHOLSON 
CAN DICE BERGEN 
ARTHUR GARFUNKEL 
"CARNAL 
KNOWLEDGE 
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Choral Society to present 
Hodie' Christmas concert 
10 
(UPSNB) The Tacoma Choral 
Society, a 55-member choir 
made up of musicians from the 
community and the University 
of Puget Sound, will present a 
Christmas concert featuring 
Vaughn Williams' "Hodie" on 
Sunday, Dec. 5, at 4 p.m. in the 
1st United Methodist Church 
in Tacoma. 
The group, under the 
direction of Dr. Edward Hansen, 
associate professor of music at 
UPS, will be accompanied by the 
University Chamber Orchestra in 
performing this cantata for 
Christmas. "Hodie" combines 
the traditional narrative of the 
Christmas story with secular 
poetry by Coverdale, Milton, 
Drummond and others. 
Featured as guest soloists 
during the concert are Sally 
Rains, UPS graduate student 
who has appeared as a soloist 
throughout the Northwest; 
Margaret Myles, professor of 
music (voice) at UPS; Tommy 
Goleeke, UPS associate professor 
of music and chairman of the 
voice department; and Steven 
Tachell, soloist at Plymouth 
Congregational Church in Seattle 
who has appeared in opera 
productions with the University 
of Washington Festival and 
Sante Fe Opera Companies. 
The public may attend this 
complimentary event. 
(UPSNB) The University 
Theatre at the University of 
Puget Sound will present its 
second production of the season, 
"The Physicists" by Friedrich 
Durrenmatt beginning on 
Friday, Dec. 3, at 8 p.m. 
With 	 theatrical 	 flair, 
Durrenmatt probes beneath the 
surface of seeming comedy to 
ask pertinent questions about 
today's world. Three nuclear 
physicists committed to an 
insane asylum believe they are 
famous personages. One thinks 
he is Newton, a second believes 
he is Einstein and the third has 
visions of King Solomon. 
Lead roles are played by 
Richard Tutor, assistant 
professor of speech and drama at 
UPS; Ray Berry, associate 
professor of speech and drama at 
the University; UPS student 
Richard Riner and Barbara 
Simpson, university staff 
member. 
Sidney McLain, new assistant 
professor of speech and drama at 
UPS, directs the production. 
M a t i n e e and evening 
performances continue through 
December 12. 
Further information and 
tickets may be obtained through 
the University Theatre in Jones 
Hall on the campus. 
The Puget Sound Symphonic 
Band presented its first 
concert of the year last night. 
"The Physicists," opening 
tonight in University Theatre, 
includes Ray Berry (left) and 
Richard Riner (right) in its 
cast. The play will be 
competing in regional and 
national collegiate theatre 
competition. 
Theatre presents 
'The Physicists' 
Madrigal singers scheduled 
for 20th annual program 
(UPSNB) Twenty-two 
Christmas songs from 
throughout history will highlight 
the University of Puget Sound 
Madrigal Singers' 2. " Annual 
Program of ChrisL is Music, 
scheduled this year fot Tuesday, 
Wednesday, Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday, Dec. 7, 8, 10, 11, 
and 12 at 8:15 p.m. in Jacobsen 
Recital Hall on the UPS campus. 
The 15-member group, drawn 
from the UPS Adelphian 
Concert Choir, was founded in 
1952 by Dr. Bruce Rodgers, 
director of the School of Music 
and of the Madrigal Singers. It is 
one of the first musical groups 
of its kind on the west coast and 
has played to capacity-crowd 
audiences around the world. 
Sopranos in the group are 
Laurel Boll, Annette Broughton, 
Joy Fraser and Chris Ward. Altos 
include Nancy Kahn, Claire 
Luiten, Kathy Peavy and Ann 
Sakaguchi. Curtis Barber, Dennis 
Fankhauser and Jon Palmason 
are tenors, and Mike Deviny, Jim 
Maxwell, Tim Russell and Mark 
Wilson sing bass. 
Featured performers for the 
Christmas concert are Harold 
Julander, organ; Ann Thomas, 
flute; Merle Harris, cello; Cheri 
Cozort, oboe; Dennis Nelson, 
percussion; and Glenda Williams, 
harpsichord. 
"The Madrigal Singers started 
with one concert near 
Christmas," said Dr. Rodgers, 
"and it became so well-attended 
we had to expand the program 
to five different performances." 
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Tacoma's number one group, Adam Wind, played with Sha-Na-Na. While Sh-Na-Na 
concentrated on the good old days of rock and roll, however, Adam Wind played 
their own style of contemporary music. 
ROCK 'N   ROLL 
HERE TO STAY 
by Gary Chapman 
"There 's just one thing we've 
got to say to you fuckin' 
hippies! And that's rock 'n roll is 
here to stay". . . so we've been 
told. 
The revival of roots rock and 
rhythm and blues may have been 
an inevitable trend, but has 
probably now just reached its 
star-spangled zenith. 
The rock and roll of the 
fifties was definitely the roots 
for the progressive bands of the 
early sixties—the bands which 
started the art of rock music. 
The Beatles paid tribute to their 
musical mentors with such songs 
as Little Richard's "Long Tall 
Sally," and Chuck Berry's "Roll 
Over Beethoven". The Stones 
also celebrated in songs they cut 
their teeth on, like "King Bee," 
and "Little Red Rooster". The 
Stones even today serve up a 
generous portion of the power 
of fifties' tunes. Their last 
American tour and live album 
featured Berry's "Little 
Queenie" and "Carol". 
Rock 'n Roll bands are fast 
realizing the nostalgic grip that 
old songs have on audiences. 
Rock 'n Roll revivals have 
Special 
CHRISTMAS 
service! 
San Francisco $29.65 
one way 
Spokane $10.60 
one way 
• Ask about 
convenient 
return service. 
• Why lug luggage? 
Send it by Greyhound. 
• Buses leave from 
1319 PACIFIC AVE. 
• For ticket and 
information, phone 
FU 3-3629  
sprung up all over the country, 
offering new careers to old 
artists. Cults have been formed 
around individual entertainers. 
Chuck Berry enjoys surely the 
largest following, with the 
Stones reconditioning his 
classics, and even the Grateful 
Dead throwing in "Johnny B. 
Goode". There's hardly a band 
in the country that doesn't do 
that song. 
Bo Diddley also attracts a 
mesmerized cult of fans, 
including the Stones and 
Quicksilver Messenger Service, 
who devoted an entire album to 
him. Jerry Lee Lewis and Little 
Richard have both make 
successful comebacks, and 
groups like the Shirelles, the 
Coasters, the Drifters, the 
Donells, and even Bill Haley and 
the Comets are knocking them 
nut all over the world. 
Golden Age 
Riding on this popularity of 
the nostalgia of the fifties, many 
bands have capitalized on the 
effect of the "Golden Age" of 
rhythm and blues. The king of 
the cynics, Frank Zappa, briefly 
formed a group out of odds and 
ends of the Mothers, regrouped, 
named Rueben and the Jets. 
They performed beautiful satire 
of the fifties genre, also 
complete with greased ducktails, 
rolled-cuff jeans and sleeve-less 
T-shirts. Alvin Lee of Ten Years 
After built an entire new career 
out of the medley of old songs he 
performed in the movie 
Woodstock. In one year, (the 
interim year of Woodstock) the 
attendance for a Ten Years Aftei 
concert jumped from 60 to 
36,000! 
Creedence Clearwater Revival 
debuted with a new rendition of 
an old song called "Suzy-Q". 
Johnny Winter knocked out 
"Johnny B. Goode". Led 
Zeppelin's best songs are usually 
old Elvis tunes, especially 
"Heartbreak Hotel". And 
perhaps the best Rod Stewart 
song on record is Presley's "All 
Shook Up". 
Out of this infatuation with 
antique boogie sprang up a 
number of bands entirely 
devoted to the reproliferation of 
old, snappy, sometimes sappy, 
rock 'n roll. Sha Na Na came out 
of New York. From Los Angeles 
is the now legendary Flash 
Cadilac and the Continental 
Kids, and form the Bay area, 
Tommy and the Teen-tones. 
Both of the latter are as yet 
unrecorded, but both are fine 
musical bands, seriously 
dedicated to the art of old 
rhulhm and blues. 
Art perfection 
Even the J. Geils Band 
(reviewed in an earlier issue) 
have received some of their 
overwhelming reactions from the 
conditioning of the revivalists. 
The Geils Band is the perfection 
of the true art of that period, 
the real rhythm and blues. Their 
musical heritage is built from the 
thirties to the early sixties, yet 
concentrated in the fifties; like 
The Contours' "First I Look At 
The Purse," Juke-Joint Jimmy's 
"It Ain't What You Do," and 
Dyke and the Blazers' "So 
Sharp." The talent integrated 
into such songs is the originality  
of the material as representative 
of the period, then forming that 
into an upbeat, nouveau 
rendition. Such is what makes 
the Geils Band such masters. 
The appeal of the fifties may 
be simple camp—an extremist 
passion for silly nostalgia, much 
like the mid-sixties' parodies on 
the twenties' music. Or it may 
be a socio-psychological 
symptom for some very 
deep-seated troubles. It's 
probably a combination of the 
two. 
A fifties concert is a set of 
guarantees. First, you know 
what songs theyll play. Chuck 
Berry still does "Nadine" and 
"Sweet Little Sixteen", and Sha 
Na Na haven't put any major 
changes in their act for three or 
four years. Second, you know 
you can dance and probably 
have fun. The appeal of the 
music is bouncy rhythm and 
sentimental slush, combined 
with the camp reminisence of 
the past. Everyone can have fun 
if you don't care how bad the 
music is. Thirdly, you can forget 
about all the mean, nasty things 
that have happened or are 
happening now, since the period 
you're trying to relive. No 
fifties' lyrics will remind you of 
Vietnam, racism or poverty. Just 
about everything is sweets and 
fun. And finally, because of the 
vast difference of culture that 
we have assumed in 15 years, 
and because of the nostalgic 
identification imperative in early 
20's audiences, it is socially 
legitimate to be silly for a night. 
If you feel silly, and you don't 
have to think about disturbing 
things, and the beat's got you 
going and you know the 
words—well, it pretty much adds 
up to a good time—like watching 
re-runs, drunk on Red Mountain, 
right? 
Why Sha Na Na? 
It was probably commercially 
legitimate for the ASB to sign 
Sha Na Na. It was probably 
pretty funny, too, the thought 
of some UPS Pretty Patty 
sophomore sorority watching 
the Crisco Circus roll in and 
hock goobers all over the stage. 
It would be fun to relive those 
old days when most of us were 
eating crayons 
But why Sha Na Na? Sha Na 
Na is a commercially packaged 
show to answer the requirements 
for the average American Kid 
who wants to "get off" on a 
concert. 
First and foremost, Sha Na 
Na is relatively outrageous. (Of 
course, very few UPS'ers have 
ever seen, or heard of, Alice 
Cooper, Iggy Stooge, the Fugs, 
or other mind-rapes—Sha Na Na, 
therefore is relative.) The appeal 
of Sha Na Na's image is the  
exploitation of everything we 
thought we got rid of—grease, 
dirt, tough, hot-cars, 
reverse-races, duck-tails, fights, 
and the supreme male-ego. Sha 
Na Na delights audiences by 
calling them "fucking hippies". 
Even members of the audience 
themselves come dressed as 
replicas of a surreal, ancient 
time—the girls in bobby-sox, 
saddle shoes, tight sweaters with 
pushed up sleeves; and the guys 
as replicas of Sha Na Na. So the 
members in the band serve as 
archetypal rebels of the past 
(reminiscent of the Shirelles' 
"He's A Rebel") and yet 
without the irrational and 
indiscriminatory approval of an 
audience equally as silly and 
cynical, they would come off as 
freaks among freaks. 
It is frightening to think that 
the peace and love movement 
that we had eventually hoped 
would spawn a new generation, 
has slipped into the rejection of 
communal humanism into an 
acceptance of violence, 
materialism, and individual egos; 
this is exploited by Sha Na Na, 
not for the sake of a revivalist, 
reactionary, world-view, but 
simply for the money of putting 
on such a show. 
Second formula 
The second formula that Sha 
Na Na fulfills is that they play 
songs on a "name-it- 'n-claim-it" 
basis, making no differentiation 
between good songs and bad 
songs, and without adding 
anything original to the songs 
they do. This allows the 
audience to listen to the songs as 
they would on the radio—singing 
along every line, with every 
ad - lib, every inflection, 
exclamation, time change and 
note in its exact place. This is 
very pleasing to the audience, 
and bands recognize this 
pathetic conservatism. (At the 
recent Traffic concert, Winwood 
and Capladi virtually apologized 
for doing some fantastic new 
material.) 
Sha Na Na does songs 
everyone knows and has heard 
ten thousand times, and they do 
them exactly, or sometimes 
worse, than the original artist. 
Their repetoire of material is 
chosen not from an artistic 
representation of the period, as 
with better bands, but of a 
satiric representation of the 
period. The ridiculousness of 
t h e i r a c t and flashy 
choreography surpasses their 
seriousness of the period. They 
therefore, lift themselves from 
the mainstream of the 
movement, and the cultists who 
enjoy Sha Na Na are usually 
older cynics who don't know 
what they're talking about, or 
people who don't know better. 
Sha Na Na's entire reputation 
was a result of the movie and 
album Woodstock, where they 
provided a comic relief. As a 
headliner band, they rank with 
the Glen Campbell Show, or 
' ' t h e Gold-diggers do 
Lennon-McCartney." If those 
shows should be watched with a 
Swanson TV-dinner, one should 
watch Sha Na Na eating shit 
from a Dixie cup. 
Other bands 
It Is a fallacy to maintain that 
Sha Na Na is the only band that 
will perform such songs live, and 
therefore worthy of promotion. 
The Heidelburg Blues Festival at 
the University of Washington the 
previous Friday night provided 
many of the original artists, and 
a far more entertaining show. A 
Rock 'n Roll Revival show was 
held at PLU the night following 
UPS's fiasco, and also featured 
many of the finest recording 
artists and influences of the 
Golden Age. A cursory 
knowledge of the trend could 
reveal a wealth of fine bands 
that did not have the exposure 
of Woodstock, but by far surpass 
the worth of Sha Na Na. Flash 
Cadillac and the Continental 
Kids threw a real memorable 
Ho mecoming dance at the 
University of Washington. 
UPS will probably never be 
renowned as a bastion of musical 
awareness and taste, but the two 
a t t e m p t s at popular 
entertainment concerts will 
stand as financial and artistic 
tragedies and fiascoes. With the 
generous appropriation of the 
$20,000 to the Popular 
Entertainment budget could 
have come a number of 
noteworthy performances by 
less known bands. The Guess 
Who and Sha Na Na concerts 
must stand as an indictment not 
only to bad taste, but to poor 
awareness and bad promotion. 
The ASB has a $7,000 hole in its 
pocket to attest to it. 
A hand of appreciation must 
go to Artist and Lecture General 
Manager Bill Wilson, who got all 
he could out of a dead horse. 
The slap of responsibility should 
not be directed at him, but at 
some untraceable authority 
prone to rash, commercial 
decisions 
Let us hope that if any 
concerts are to be put on in the 
future, they will be 
representative of the artistic 
times in which we live, and 
conjunctive with a sense of 
professional pride in an 
expression of art, not a pop 
package of commercial gargage. 
As Sha Na Na's Screamin' 
Scott Simon said to all of us 
fuckin' hippies, "Rock 'n Roll is 
here to stay." So it is. Let's 
make sure it is. 
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Steve Lougee, two time All American swimmer, is captain of the UPS swim team and 
holder of UPS swim records in the 500, 1000 and 1650 yard events. 
Santa Claus Invitational 
Loggers' only fall meet 
Coach Don Duncan welcomes 
UPS swim fans to Wallace Pool 
on campus this Saturday for the 
1 3 t h Annual Santa Claus 
Invitational. This will be only 
meet this fall for the Loggers, 
and will feature the top talent 
from the entire Northwest. 
Two-time All-American 
swimmer Steve Lougee, the team 
captain, will head this year's 
"tank" squad. Lougee placed 
sixth in the 1650 and fifth in the 
500 freestyle in last year's 
NCAA Championships. 
Jim Tonellato, also NCAA 
All-American, has already 
unofficially broken the UPS 
50-free record with a 22.6 time. 
Other UPS performers to 
watch are Scott Knowles, 
200-backstroke record holder, 
Guerry Bethell, owner of two 
breastroke and one individual 
medley records; John Sheekley, 
400 individual medley record 
holder; Hans Wold, Gary 
Benson, and Marty Smith. 
Coach Duncan is promising a 
better squad than last year, 
when the Loggers finished 10th 
in the Nation! 
'New-look' varsity downs frosh 
14 rebounds and 15 points. 
	
By Dave Whitford 
	
Dan Bogrand guided the 
Logger fast break. 
	
You'll "never know for sure," 
	
Varsity depth proved to be 
	
but it was all you could ask for! 
	
the difference as the game drew 
	
The "New-Look" UPS varsity 	 to a close. This may well be the 
	
downed the ''Super-frosh" 
	
key to the Logger game this 
	
107-88, just before the turkey 	 year, as Coach Zech readily 
	
day break. It was a good positive 	 admits that he no longer has an 
	
sign from the "unknown 	 "iron-man" squad. 
	
quantity" of 71-72, because it 
	
It will be a 10-man effort this 
	
takes a little of something 	 year, or the season could be 
	
positive just to score 100 points! 	 mighty long. 
	
For the "Super-Frosh," it was 	 The Loggers open at home on 
	
a healthy debut as well. Playing 
	 Wednesday Dec. 8, against 
	
without their center, 6-10 Curt 
	 University of Cal. -Davis, while 
	
Peterson, they still mounted a 	 the frosh take on the defending 
	
good attack, trailing only 50-46 
	
Washington C.C. champs from 
	
at half-time, and by only 8 
	
Tacoma. The preliminary game 
	
midway in the second half. 	 will start at 6:00 p.m., with the 
	
For the frosh Noble Johnson 	 varsity game to follow at 8:00 
	
scored 19; Run Lund, 19; and 	 p.m. 
	
center-forward Fred Cain led all 
	
UPS will also appear in the 
scorers with 29. 	 fieldhouse on Friday and 
	
The Varsity showed their 	 Saturday (Dec. 10 and 11), in 
	
strength by dividing the 	 the Daffodil Classic. These 
	
"wealth". Chuck Althauser 	 games however, are not UPS 
	
scored 10, while Ron Oughton, 	 home games, as the event is 
	
Jan Jewett, Vince Greene, and 	 sponsored by the Tacoma Sports 
	
Ned Delmore scored 14 each. 	 and Recreation Federation. 
	
Sam May, known for rebounding 	 Students may purchase 
	
and defense, led the Varsity with 
	
tickets in advance for $1.00 at 
NEW ERA CLEANERS 
SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY AND 
DRY CLEANERS 
PROFESSIONAL SHIRT SERVICE 
2 LOCATIONS 
	
3624 6th AVE. 	 27th and PROCTOR 
the athletic office, or at the door 
for $1.50. 
UPS, the defending Daffodil 
Champs, will open against St. 
Mary's, and play either L.A. 
State or Montana on Saturday. 
Howell's 
Sporting 
Goods, 
Inc. 
The finest in athletic equipment 
F'jtr't RaIrtg 	 Vvilson, 
Vit 	 Spot Bit 	 Adidas, Puma, 
Con ere White Stag Speedo 
Tank Suits 
922 Commerce 	 FU 3-2653 
STUDENT PRICES 
For All Your Needs 
the Closest 
Drug Store 
to the College 
Free 
Delivery 
CHAPMAN'S 
DRUG 
3123 North 26th 
SK 2-6667 
About 150 members of the UPS 
"football-family" turned out for one of the warmest 
evenings of the year last Monday night. The occasion 
was the annual post season football banquet. 
I suppose that a lot of people visualize a 
"growling, ruff" affair, and I suppose those same 
people will never wake up to what really goes on 
behind the scenes of the weekend gridiron clash. 
Sure, there's abuse and misuse, but that's the 
nature and the problem in the heart of every man. 
The "real thing" is, that most of the guys are more 
"average". They just happen to enjoy the privilege of 
competition in intercollegiate football. Pretty much 
the same way I enjoy writing! 
Monday night's event brought out cheerleaders, 
alums, fans, radio, T.V. and the press, coaches, 
players, parents, friends, brothers, sisters, and a very 
warm and friendly atmosphere—a very good feeling! 
I truly wish that some of the many lonely 
people who scoff at competition could feel all that 
just once. 
Mike Price portrayed "Super Chicken's" helper. 
Paul Wallrof received the "eye-in-the-sky" award. 
"Zeke" Schuldt presented the "Rubber-ducky" 
award to Greg Garnett, and the "Order of the Tape" 
to Nat Brown—and those are the people who really 
had their night—the PLAYERS! 
1971 Offensive Captain John Garland was the 
M.C., accompanied by his wife, sister, and parents. He 
received the "Captain's Trophy", along with 
"Speedy" Andy Lofton. Andy also recieved the 
Presidency of the Sky Hawk Club, signed by 
"Super-chicken" for his 5 interceptions during the 
season, and a "broken-record", symbolic of the new 
UPS record he set with 12 career interceptions. Senior 
Doug Cowan, who "just wanted to play one year for 
fun", was named the team's Most Inspirational 
Player. Mark Conrad received a check for $2.10 to 
reimburse his mother for the "2-inch" tee that helped 
him "boot" a win for UPS over Willamette. 
Mick Cristelli, Dave Rastowski, and Greg 
Garnett were named co-captains for the 1972 season. 
And I had the best meal of the year—who's 
afraid of a little contact, anyway? 
/ 4..q . 
We deliver almost anywhere. 
Call the Pizza Peddler for Free delivery! 
PIZZA 
HAVEN 	
FU 3-1797 JU 4-5881 
, 
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Friday, Dec. 3 
Debate: UPS vs. British Debaters, Mc 106, 7 p.ii. 
Campus Flick: M*A*S*H", Mc006, 7 & 9 p.m. 
' 	 University Theatre: 	 "The Physicists", Jones 
auditorium, 8 p.m. 
Saturday, Dec. 4 
Swimming: Santa Claus Invitational, Wallace Pool 
Basketball: UPS at Portland 
Campus Flick: 'M*A*S*H". Mc006, 7 & 9 p.m. 
University Theatre: "The Physicists", 	 Jones th 	 auditorium, 8p.m. 
Sunday, Dec. 5 
University Church, 11a.m., evening service, 7p.m. 
University Theatre: "The Physicists", Jones 
auditorium, 8 p.m. 
Monday, Dec. 6, 
Nothing 
Tuesday, Dec. 7, 1941 
Central Board, Mc106, 6 p.m. 
Madrigal Singers' Christmas program, through Dec. 
12. 
WRA Volleyball championships. 
Wednesday, Dec. 8 
Basketball: UC Davis at UPS, 8 p.m. 
Thursday, Dec. 9 
Nothing. 
Friday, Dec. 10 
Campus Flick: "Patton", Mc006, 7 & 9 p.m. 
University Theatre: "The Physicists", Jones 
auditorium, 8 p.m. 
Daffodil Llassic, Fieldhouse. 
4 
-I 
BRIEFS  
Thomas E. Leavitt., former UPS student body president, has 
been appointed Tacoma area director of WIN, a training and 
employment program directed exclusively at welfare recipients 
covered by Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC). 
The Tacoma Urban League has joined forces with two 
state-run departments to expand employment opportunities in this 
new program,.acqording to Thomas Dixon, Executive Director of the 
Urban League. 
LeavitV'was Special Assistant to Governor Daniel J. Evans 
before his arrival at the Tacoma Urban League. 
***- 
The Language Houses invite interested students who would 
ike to "Try out" a new idea in languagelearning during Winterim to 
contact Dr. Frank Cousens, ext. 781, or Jan Sutherland, ext 704. 
"Super-mini," two week courses, will be offered for 
beginning students in Greek and Russian. 
No grades, no boredom. 
(UPSNB) Dr. Roger Fritz, president of Willamette 
University in Salem, Ore., will discuss "In Search of Competence" 
during the University of Puget Sound's mid-year Commencement 
Day Exercises on Friday, Dec. 17, at 2 p.m. in Mason United 
Methodist Church in Tacoma, Wash. 
With a background in educational counseling, 
administration and business management, Dr. Fritz has been active 
in numerous education1 and business organizations. He was selected 
by former President Lyndon B. Johnson to serve on the 14-member 
Citizens Advisory Board on Youth Opportunity to evaluate the 
effectiveness of federal, state and local programs designed to assist 
disadvantaged young people. 
Dr. J. Maxson Reeves, vice president and dean of the 
university, will present the 202 graduate and undergraduate 
candidates to Dr. R. Franklin Thompson, UPS president, who will 
confer the degrees. 
S. 
(UPSNB) Jerry Smitn, University of Puget Sound chaplain, 
was elected to membership in the American Association of Pastoral 
Counselors at their national convention in San Francisco this month. 
Smith, a 1960 graduate of UPS, received his B.D. degree 
from Garrett Theological Seminary before his appointment as 
University Chaplain this fall. He is also a minister at First 
United Methodist Church in Tacoma. 
The American Association of Pastoral Counselors is a 
national organization which certifies ministers specializing in 
pastoral counseling. 
(UPSNB) The University of Puget Sound was among 173 
private colleges and universities nationwide to be awarded 
Presidential Contingency grants from the Esso Education 
Foundation recently, according to Dr. R. Franklin Thomspon, UPS 
president. The UPS grant is in the amount of $2,500. 
Under the terms of the grant, Dr. Thompson has been asked 
to use the funds for unbudgeted items or activities that he believes 
will further his institution's educational objectives. The UPS 
administrator has indicated the moneys will be used by the 
University for innovative programs and experimental education 
during the 197 1-72 academic year. 
There will be a meeting Thursday, December 9, at 8:00 
p.m. in Bldg. 8 on the Tacoma Community College Campus to 
discuss the possibilities for getting delegates to the Democratic 
National Convention who would favor a peace-and-people oriented 
candidate for President in 1972. 
Representatives from the McGovern, Muskie and McCarthy 
organizations will be present. The discussion will center around the 
caucus-convention system of this state leading to delegate selection, 
and the importance of citizen participation early in the process. 
The meeting is sponsored by the Coalition for a Democratic 
Alternative, and all voters and near-voters are welcome. 
The English Department recently announced the films to be 
included in this year's Winterim International Film Festival. They 
will be shown at 7:00 p.m. in Mc006, and include: 
Jan. 5—Oliver Twist (English) 
Jan. 10—Othello (Russian) 
Jan. 17—Throne of Blood (Japanese—Macbeth) 
Jan. 19—Antigone (Greek) 
Jan. 26—Hamlet (German) 
"How to Make a Revolution in the U.S." is the theme of 
he Socialist Educational Conference to be held at the University of 
Washington HUB on the weekend of December 3-5. In a series of 
talks and panel discussions, the Conference will present a Marxist 
Analysis of current political problems and social movements and 
outline a socialist strategy for solving those problems. 
Friday at 8:00 p.m. the keynote address, "The Wage Freeze 
and the Crisis of U.S. Capitalism," will be given by Theodore 
Edwards, noted Marxist theortician, author, and radio commentator 
from Los Angeles. 
In conjunction with the Socialist Educational Conference, 
The Socialist Workers Party will hold its 1972 Campaign Rally and 
Banquet Saturday evening, December 4, at 6:00 p.m. at the 
University Congregational Church. 
Ceramics students in the ceramics Winterim 
with a preference in class time should sign up in 
the ceramics building. 
*** 
"Those with student deferments (II-S, I-S or 
Il-A), lottery numbers above 125, will be 20 years 
old or older this year, and who are not in the 
extended priority group, who wish to escape draft 
liability can write to their local boards and request 
to drop their deferments and be reclassified I-A," 
according to Gary Gelow of UPS Draft Counseling. 
"As long as this request is postmarked on or 
before Dec. 31 you will be considered I-A in 1971 
and thus satisfy your year of exposure to the 
draft." 
For further information contact the UPS draft 
counseling office, room 210, SUB, ext. 291, 
Tuesdayor Friday from noon to 5 p.m. 
Students interested in helping to organize, 
plan, or coordinate Winterim activities are invited 
to contact Lloyd Matsunami, the newly appointed 
Coordinator of Winterim Activities. 
Matsunami will be working in conjunction 
with the Dean for Students office and the 
associated student body office. 
The program developed out of a suggestion by 
Dr. Norman Anderson at a Nov. 16 meeting of the 
Winterim Activities Committee that a "Winterim 
class be formed with the sole emphasis being the 
developement of academic, social and cultural 
activities for the Winterim." 
Matsunami will be doing the work for 
academic credit. 
*** 
Jerry Vogel, Director of the Overseas Youth 
Program of Operation Crossroads Africa, will be 
on campus Wednesday, Dec. 8, to answer 
questions. 
Anyone interested in meeting and talking with 
him is invited to bring his lunch and meet in 
Room 9 of the Student Union Building. For 
further information about Operation Crossroads 
Africa, contact Darrell Reeck or Dot Morris, 
(USNB) 	 Organizations and indiviluals in 
the community will display and sell their wares at 
the University of Puget Sound's annual thristmas 
Idea Fair on Friday, Dec. 3, from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
in the UPS Student Union Building. 
Sponsored by the Associated Women Students 
at the University, the annual event is 
complimentary and open to the public. 
At the request of Congressman Floyd V. Hicks 
(D-Wash.), the House Conservation and Natural 
Resources Subcommittee will hold hearings on 
what is being done by federal agencies to protect 
the Puget Sound Estuary. Hearings will be 
conducted on December 10 and 11, at the Pacific 
Science Center, Seattle. Testimony is expected 
from area residents, industry, representatives of 
state and local government, and federal agencies 
with responsibilities in the Sound area. 
Enforcement of the River and HarbOr Act of 
1899 by the Corps of Engineers and EPA, 
including present status of the Refuse Act and 
dredge and fill permit programs, and scope of the 
Corps' jurisdiction over navigable waters; 
EPA oversight of implementation plan 
developed by the Federal-State Joint Conference 
on Pollution of the Navigable Waters of Puget 
Sound in 1967. 
Adequacy of efforts by municipalities and 
federal facilities to develop waste treatment 
systems for the Sound. 
Under the ftmergency Employment Act of 
1971 King County is funding positions for 
elementary and secondary teachers and teacher's 
aides within the county's suburban school 
districts. 
They are having difficulty in locating teacher 
candidates who are Vietnam era veterans 
(discharge subsequent to Aug. 5 1964), member of 
a minority group, limited English speaking and 
handicapped. 
If you qualify and are interested, see Mrs. 
Bilanko in Howarth Hall, Room 3. 
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